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1. Presentación

Este trabajo se basa en ocho art́ıculos publicados entre los años 2005 y
2010. La primera parte presenta la ĺınea conductora de estos trabajos
y resume sus objetivos, los métodos utilizados y los resultados más
relevantes. La segunda parte reproduce los art́ıculos publicados. La
única diferencia con respecto a los art́ıculos originales es que las refe-
rencias bibliográficas de todos ellos han sido agrupadas en una sección
final con un objetivo doble: primero, evitar multiplicidades y presentar
una visión más unificada de la investigación relacionada con la tesis;
segundo, actualizar algunas de ellas, en especial aquellas que, por tra-
tarse de recursos en la Red, han cambiado de ubicación. La lista de
art́ıculos incluidos en esta memoria es la siguiente:

1. Leonel Iriarte Navarro, Manuel Marco Such, Daniel Morón Mar-
t́ın, Carlos Pérez Sancho, and Pedro Perńıas Peco. Creation
of a library of learning objects (LO) from pre existing contents.
In CEUR Workshops proceedings: Web-based learning technology
and pedagogy, Proceedings of the 4th International Conference
Hong Kong, 1 - 3 August 2005, 2005.

2. Leonel Iriarte Navarro, Manuel Marco Such, Alexander Sánchez-
Diaz, Daniel Morón-Martin, and Pedro Perńıas-Peco. Learning
units design based in grid computing. In Proceedings of the 5th
IEEE International Conference on Advanced Learning Techno-
logies, ICALT 2005, 05-08 July 2005, Kaohsiung, Taiwan, pages
562–566. IEEE Computer Society, 2005.

3. Leonel Iriarte Navarro, Manuel Marco Such, Daniel Morón Mar-
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tin, Carlos Pérez Sancho, and Pedro Perńıas Peco. Concept maps
and learning objects. In Proceedings of the 5th IEEE Interna-
tional Conference on Advanced Learning Technologies, ICALT
2005, 05-08 July 2005, Kaohsiung, Taiwan, pages 263–265. IEEE
Computer Society, 2005.

4. Leonel Iriarte Navarro, Manuel Marco Such, Daniel Morón Mar-
tin, and Pedro Perńıas Peco. Architecture oriented towards the
management of learning objects repositories (LOR@). In Pro-
ceedings of the 6th IEEE International Conference on Advanced
Learning Technologies, ICALT 2006, 5-7 July 2006, Kerkrade,
The Netherlands, pages 255–256. IEEE Computer Society, 2006.

5. Leonel Iriarte Navarro, Manuel Marco Such, and Pedro Perńıas
Peco. An informatic model for open contents management. In
Howard Leung, Frederick W. B. Li, Rynson W. H. Lau, and Qing
Li, editors, Advances in Web Based Learning - ICWL 2007, 6th
International Conference, Edinburgh, UK, August 15-17, 2007,
Revised Papers, vol. 4823 of Lecture Notes in Computer Science,
pages 138–147. Springer, 2007.

6. Pedro Perńıas Peco, Nuria Gomis Berenguer, Felipe Casanova
Patón, Leonel Iriarte Navarro, and Manuel Marco Such. A pro-
posal for disassembling learning objects with high level of ag-
gregation. an implementation for opencourseware educational
resources. In 8th IEEE International Conference on Advanced
Learning Technologies, ICALT 2008, July 1st–July 5th, 2008,
Santander, Cantabria, Spain, pages 111–113. IEEE, 2008.

7. Nuria Gomis Berenguer, Felipe Casanova Patón, Leonel Iriarte
Navarro, Pedro Perńıas Peco, and Manuel Marco Such. Distri-
buted search of learning objects into the LOR@ architecture.
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In Proceedings of the Seventh IASTED International Conferen-
ce on Web-based Education, WBE ’08, pages 51–56, Anaheim,
CA, USA, 2008. ACTA Press.

8. M. Marco Such, L. Iriarte Navarro, and P. Perńıas Peco. Lear-
ning management based on process. In Proceedings of World
Conference on Educational Multimedia, Hypermedia and Tele-
communications 2010, pages 1212–1217, 2010.





2. Resumen del trabajo realizado

2.1 La interoperabilidad de los recursos

educativos

Durante el periodo comprendido entre 1998 y 2000, el autor de esta
tesis, en cooperación con un grupo reducido de investigadores de la
Universidad de Alicante, en el que se encontraban Pedro Perńıas y
Leonel Iriarte, desarrollamos el proyecto Microc@mpus, un Sistema de
Gestión del Aprendizaje (LMS) [80, 81]. En ese momento, las opciones
alternativas para implantar un Sistema de Gestión del Aprendizaje
eran muy reducidas y webCT, una plataforma comercial, era la más
extendida. Después, aparecieron proyectos de software abierto como
Moodle o Caroline. En ese contexto, algunas Universidades crearon su
propia plataforma de gestión: en el caso de la Universidad de Alicante
la plataforma se denominó Campus Virtual (que es la que todav́ıa se
utiliza).

A partir del Campus Virtual, desarrollamos Microc@mpus, una
versión simplificada del LMS que pod́ıa instalarse con menos recursos
informáticos que el Campus Virtual, que incorporaba más funcionali-
dades de tipo docente y eliminaba los complejos sistemas de matricu-
lación y gestión que incorpora el Campus Virtual. Microc@mpus fue
concebido como una herramienta para la cooperación con Universida-
des de páıses en v́ıas de desarrollo y fue adoptado en varias univer-
sidades españolas e iberoamericanas (y en alguna europea, como la
Universidad Estatal de Moldavia).

Los mismos investigadores iniciamos, en el año 1999, el proyecto
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Aula Virtual del Español (AVE), mediante un convenio de colabo-
ración entre el Instituto Cervantes y la Universidad de Alicante, para
desarrollar un curso de español por Internet para estudiantes no hispa-
noparlantes, que cubŕıa todos los niveles de certificación establecidos
por el Instituto. En el año 2003 teńıamos desarrollados todos los ma-
teriales para esos niveles, que supońıan más de 10.000 componentes
creados en Authoware de Macromedia. Por indicación del Instituto
Cervantes, se diseñó un LMS espećıfico para estos cursos siguiendo los
requisitos demandados por el equipo docente del Instituto.

En poco tiempo, las distintas instalaciones de Microc@mpus y de
AVE conteńıan una gran cantidad de recursos educativos a los que solo
se pod́ıa acceder a través de sus plataformas respectivas lo que imped́ıa
disponer de ellos en otros Sistemas de Gestión del Aprendizaje. Es-
te problema era bastante común, ya que se hab́ıan creado bastantes
plataformas que conteńıan los recursos creados por los profesores y no
dispońıan de ningún mecanismo que de una manera sencilla permitiese
trasladar esos recursos a otras plataformas o simplemente acceder a
los recursos de una forma independiente al sistema de formación.

La solución a este problema deb́ıa abordarse utilizando el concep-
to de interoperabilidad, entendida como “la habilidad de dos o más
sistemas o componentes para intercambiar información y para usar
la información que ha sido intercambiada” [73]. En los sistemas de
enseñanza, la interoperabilidad facilita la reutilización de los recursos
educativos con la menor perdida posible de contenido y funcionalidad.

Para lograr la interoperabilidad en el e-learning se ha hecho nece-
sario, como en muchas disciplinas, la definición de una sintaxis y una
semántica común para la descripción de los recursos educativos. Por
este motivo, surgieron estándares, la mayoŕıa expresados en XML, que
proporcionan una serie predefinida de atributos para la descripción,
identificación y búsqueda de recursos educativos a través de metada-
tos.

La definición de un esquema estándar de metadatos para recursos
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educativos se convirtió en el objetivo de varios organismos como Avia-
tion Industry Computer-Based Training Committee (AICC), Institute
of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), IMS Global Learning
Consortium (IMS) y Advanced Distributed Learning (ADL), entre
otros. Como resultado de estos esfuerzos, se ha conseguido que las
plataformas y sistemas destinados a la enseñanza incluyan un sistema
de catalogación que, si bien no es universal, garantiza al menos que
los repositorios incluyen una descripción estándar de los contenidos
que después puede ser procesada automáticamente por los sistemas
informáticos.

El proceso de estandarización de contenidos se basa en el concepto
de objeto de aprendizaje (en inglés, LO o Learning Object) y ha tenido
distintas definiciones, pero en todos los casos existe consenso de que
un objeto de aprendizaje es una entidad digital accesible que puede
ser usada, reutilizada o referenciada durante cualquier actividad de
aprendizaje basada en la tecnoloǵıa [103], lo que propicia que el conte-
nido posea significado propio y orientado al logro de un determinado
objetivo educativo.

La posibilidad de asociarle a cada objeto un conjunto de metada-
tos, a partir de una serie de categoŕıas permite tener la suficiente in-
formación para cumplir los requisitos de una especificación o estándar
determinado. A este proceso se le denomina “catalogación”, el cual
constituye la base principal del proceso de estandarización de conteni-
dos y es la base de información principal para localizarlos y adaptarlos
a un determinado contexto.

Además de la catalogación, la interoperabilidad requiere estanda-
rizar la estructura del contenido. El formato HTML ha sido utilizado
ampliamente en la creación de estructuras de contenidos basadas en
hipertextos, pero a pesar de sus ventajas para la navegabilidad, tiene
limitaciones, por ejemplo, para la modelación de actividades de apren-
dizaje en las que se establezcan relaciones complejas entre las diferen-
tes partes del contenido. Para compensar estas limitaciones, surgieron
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las especificaciones desarrolladas por IMS. La primera y más difundi-
da es IMS Content Packing [39], que permite organizar estructuras de
contenidos jerárquicas. Luego se propuso IMS Simple Sequencing Spe-
cification [42] que, basada en el IMS Content Packing, permite definir
estructuras secuenciales y las condiciones en que debe ejecutarse cada
actividad.

Por todo lo anterior, concluimos que era importante abordar el
problema de transformación en alguno de los formatos estandarizados
de los contenidos docentes que teńıamos disponibles en Microc@mpus
y en AVE y que dicha transformación deb́ıa realizarse mediante algún
método automatizado, ya que era un problema generalizado. Una so-
lución aceptable para esta dificultad es la descrita en el caṕıtulo 3.
Como hemos indicado, AVE posee un sistema propio de gestión de
contenidos, sus recursos educativos estaban creados fundamentalmen-
te en el formato propio de Authorware y la información asociada a
cada objeto se encontraba incluida dentro del sistema, por ejemplo en
el método de navegación de los cursos.

A partir del conocimiento adquirido en la organización de los cur-
sos se realizó un proceso de transformación automatizada que permi-
tió la conversión de AVE en un repositorio de objetos de aprendizaje
catalogado según el estándar LOM y con más de 10.000 objetos de
aprendizaje normalizados en el estándar IMS-CP. Esto facilitó la re-
utilización de las actividades de aprendizaje sobre el idioma español,
cuyas pruebas se realizaron importando los paquetes IMS-CP en la
plataforma WebCT.

Por otro lado, se aplicó un proceso de transformación basado en
hojas de estilo XSLT para generar, desde la base de datos de Mi-
croc@mpus que almacenaba los materiales docentes y las estructuras
de los cursos, un repositorio de objetos de aprendizaje reutilizable des-
de otras plataformas.

Los resultados de esta transformación fueron evaluados importan-
do los objetos de aprendizaje en Moodle. Además, se construyeron
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de forma semiautomática distribuciones en CD de cursos de idioma
español que inicialmente estaba diseñado para la Web.

Los procedimientos informáticos empleados y la metodoloǵıa pro-
puesta pueden ser usadas en la generación automática de objetos de
aprendizaje a partir de materiales educativos creados en plataformas
y sistemas precedentes.

La creación del repositorio de objetos de aprendizaje plantea nue-
vos problemas, como la definición de los mecanismos de almacenamien-
to y recuperación de información de dichos objetos para que puedan
ser, además de encontrados, también reutilizados para construir nue-
vos objetos. Si bien los sistemas de gestión del aprendizaje actuales
suelen asimilar los estándares que van surgiendo, los educadores necesi-
tan generar nuevos objetos agregados con relaciones muchos mas ricas
que la mera relación jerárquica definida en los estándares IMS-CP.
Precisamente, hacia ese objetivo apunta nuestra siguiente aportación.

2.2 Creación de estructuras de

aprendizaje complejas y estándares

En un repositorio de objetos de aprendizaje, los profesores pueden
encontrar objetos educativos de extensión muy distinta: desde un curso
completo hasta una pequeño fragmento de contenido orientado a un
determinado objetivo docente. Con los objetos hallados, especialmente
con los más pequeños, se pueden construir agregaciones de objetos
de aprendizaje que representan un curso o estructura de aprendizaje
que se adapte a un determinado contexto educativo. Para que este
ensamblaje sea posible, es importante crear herramientas que ofrezcan
la posibilidad de modelar un proceso de aprendizaje, de describir las
relaciones entre los distintos contenidos y de estos con las partes que
intervienen en una unidad de aprendizaje, por ejemplo, los alumnos u
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otras herramientas de apoyo.
Para facilitar la creación de recursos educativos digitales complejos

se han desarrollado bastantes herramientas. En particular, desde nues-
tro grupo potenciamos la utilización de Exelerning [96], que es a la vez
un editor visual de XHTML y de objetos SCORM muy utilizado para
la creación de recursos docentes. Sin embargo, una limitación habitual
de este tipo de herramientas es que no disponen de acceso a reposito-
rios de objetos para recuperar contenidos que se podŕıan reutilizar en
la creación de los nuevos.

Recientemente, han aparecido sistemas de gestión de contenidos
(CMS, Content Management Systems) especializados en la gestión de
contenidos educativos. A este tipo de sistemas se les denomina sis-
temas de gestión de contenidos educativos (LCMS, Learning Content
Management Systems).

Conviene destacar que no todas las herramientas y sistemas men-
cionados realizan un tratamiento estandarizado de los estructuras de
aprendizaje creadas y prácticamente ninguna ofrece funcionalidades
para la modelación de un escenario educativo complejo, en particular,
las funciones de adaptabilidad y personalización que se encuentran
frecuentemente en otros sistemas.

Como alternativa, el lenguaje de modelado educacional (EML, Edu-
cational Modelling Language) está orientado a la modelación del pro-
ceso educativo basado en la agrupación de unidades de estudio, ele-
mento más sencillo que permite definir eventos educativos para los
estudiantes, según se satisfagan uno o más objetivos educativos inter-
relacionados, a partir de objetos de aprendizaje catalogados mediante
el modelo LOM [55].

Originalmente, EML se planteó como un meta-modelo pedagógi-
camente neutral porque permite especificar el enfoque pedagógico de
diferentes modelos de enseñanza. A partir de este lenguaje, se propuso
el estándar IMSLD (IMS Learning Design) con el objetivo de permitir
el diseño instruccional. La estructura de contenidos, según IMSLD,
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está compuesta por objetivos, roles (pueden ser estudiantes, profeso-
res, administradores, proveedores de contenidos) y actividades (a su
vez, formadas por objetos de aprendizaje y servicios informáticos de
apoyo al proceso). Posee tres niveles de implementación: el nivel A es
el que define el vocabulario y los metadatos necesarios para la especi-
ficación; el nivel B permite asociar propiedades y condiciones para la
activación de un contenido determinado y el nivel C posibilita la im-
plementación de notificaciones y mensajes con lo que se puede cambiar
el flujo en tiempo real.

Aunque existen numerosas aplicaciones informáticas que facilitan
el uso de estas especificaciones estándar, éstas no tienen mucha difu-
sión entre los profesores debido al nivel de complejidad que implica su
uso. Esto se debe a que la mayoŕıa de las herramientas se concentran
en la implementación y no en el desarrollo de interfaces en las que
el profesor no requiera conocer los detalles del estándar. Por ello, es-
tudiamos opciones alternativas para que el profesor pudiera modelar
las unidades didácticas empleando conceptos más cercanos a la forma
usual de expresar una secuencia o estructura docente (caṕıtulo 5).

En particular, se evaluó la posibilidad emplear la técnica de los ma-
pas conceptuales. Esta técnica constituye una herramienta de gran uti-
lidad para profesores, investigadores de temas educativos, psicólogos,
sociólogos, estudiantes y otras áreas donde se necesita tratar grandes
volúmenes de información. Los mapas conceptuales han sido emplea-
dos desde la educación preescolar hasta la universitaria, en informes,
en tesis de investigación y también como técnica de estudio y como
herramienta para el aprendizaje. Estos mapas permiten al docente
construir conceptos junto a sus alumnos y explorar sus conocimien-
tos previos; al alumno, le permiten organizar, interrelacionar y fijar el
conocimiento del contenido estudiado. El ejercicio de elaboración de
mapas conceptuales fomenta la reflexión, el análisis y la creatividad.

Por ello, planteamos un método de transformación de mapas con-
ceptuales que denominamos COMALO (Concept Maps to Learning
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Objects) que facilita a un profesor la creación de una actividad de
aprendizaje a partir de un diseño previo de un mapa conceptual. El ma-
pa conceptual debe establecer una correspondencia entre los diferentes
elementos de un mapa y los elementos que conforman la especificación
IMSLD. Finalmente, creamos una herramienta que implementaba di-
cho método.

Para su evaluación, se utilizaron objetos de aprendizaje de la plata-
forma AVE y se generaron a partir de ellos actividades personalizadas
para la enseñanza del español. En ellas, se combinaron los contenidos
con los roles establecidos en la plataforma y se obtuvieron secuencias
de aprendizaje de mayor complejidad en cuanto a estructura y se-
cuenciación. No se logró implementar totalmente el nivel B de IMSLD
porque resultó altamente complejo el control del proceso de aprendiza-
je. Sin embargo, se logró potenciar la capacidad de IMSLD ofreciendo
alternativas que permitieran aprovechar en un escenario de aprendi-
zaje, las infraestructuras orientadas al cálculo y almacenamiento de
altas prestaciones, muy necesarios en el desarrollo de actividades de
aprendizaje (caṕıtulo 4).

En ese sentido se estudiaron alternativas para conectar un proce-
so de aprendizaje basado en IMSLD con una infraestructura de tipo
GRID (esto es, una agregación de sistemas distribuidos no interacti-
vos), empleando para ello las posibilidades que ofrecen las variables
de entorno especificadas en IMSLD, de manera que el proceso de so-
licitud de recursos a una infraestructura GRID queda modelado de
manera estándar. En concreto, se realizaron pruebas con el paquete
Globus Toolkit, que permite configurar un GRID y desde una unidad
de aprendizaje previamente diseñada con la herramienta COMALO se
le solicitó al GRID los cálculos con mayor coste computacional.

El uso de mapas conceptuales como alternativa para el diseño de
procesos de aprendizaje estandarizados y la extensión de IMSLD me-
diante el uso de herramientas para la computación de altas prestacio-
nes establecen las bases para el desarrollo de sistemas de aprendizaje
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más robustos y estandarizados que faciliten al usuario el desarrollo de
actividades pedagógicas y que permitan la participación colaborativa
de equipos de cómputo en la solución de problemas complejos.

Durante las pruebas realizadas, se observaron limitaciones en cuan-
to a la capacidad de gestión de los objetos de aprendizaje que se re-
quirieron para el desarrollo de los nuevos contenidos, aśı como para
garantizar la persistencia y reutilización que requieren los resultados
obtenidos con las herramientas. También se evidenció la necesidad de
contar con una infraestructura tecnológica basada en servicios que fa-
cilitara la conexión de las herramientas con una red de repositorios
y que asegurara la gestión adecuada de los materiales necesarios en
la generación de nuevas agregaciones de contenido. Inspirado por esta
reflexión, se realizó una propuesta que permite un alto nivel de gestión
de materiales educativos con orientación a servicios y que se describe
en el próximo apartado.

2.3 La gestión de contenidos educativos

Es posible realizar la gestión de los contenidos educativos con diversos
sistemas. Los más usados son CMS genéricos como Plone o Joomla,
pero una asociación de usuarios de CMS llamada Matrix-CMS tiene
catalogados y evaluados mas de 1.000 de estos sistemas. En algunos
casos, se ha utilizado un LCMS o un LMS ya existente. Por supuesto,
también estos sistemas conviven con otros desarrollos propios utiliza-
dos en una sola organización.

Con frecuencia, los recursos educativos se han almacenado y catalo-
gado en repositorios institucionales, compartiendo el espacio con otros
documentos de investigación o administrativos. Este tipo de reposito-
rios utilizan habitualmente Dublin Core como estándar de descripción.
Algunos repositorios heredan funcionalidades propias de las bibliote-
cas digitales, como el servicio de sindicación Open Archives Initiative
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Protocol for Metadata Harvesting (OAI-PMH), que permite el acceso
y la recolección de los metadatos de una biblioteca digital remota.

Muchas de estas herramientas a pesar de que facilitan la catalo-
gación a través de estándares, se concentran en facilitar el proceso de
gestión de usuarios, de la organización y la captura de la información.
Sin embargo, los contenidos, especialmente aquellos más complejos es-
tructuralmente como los cursos, se archivan en formatos propios, lo
que dificulta su reutilización parcial.

Con el desarrollo de los estándares de e-learning se extendió el uso
los repositorios de objetos de aprendizaje (ROA) como forma de im-
plementar los estándares y potenciar la reutilización de los materiales
educativos independizándolos de los gestores de contenidos.

Uno de los repositorios más conocidos es MERLOT [97], que ha
marcado pautas y tendencias en el desarrollo de los repositorios de
objetos de aprendizaje. MERLOT es un repositorio centralizado que
contiene solo metadatos y funciona como un portal. Una caracteŕıstica
destacable es el sistema de evaluación de la calidad que posee. Existen
otros repositorios como CAREO (Campus Alberta Repository of Edu-
cational Objects), que es un repositorio centralizado e independiente
que da acceso a los objetos remotos y locales organizados a través de
colecciones albergadas en colegios de Canadá.

La tendencia a desarrollar colecciones que sirvan de punto de en-
trada a una diversidad de repositorios distribuidos es muy marcada
y es empleada por las asociaciones de organizaciones educativas que
crean grandes repositorios distribuidos con elevados niveles interope-
rabilidad entre sus bases de datos. Entre estos proyectos merece la
pena mencionar los siguientes: SMETE (Science, Mathematics, Engi-
neering and Technology Education), GEM (Gateway to Educational
Materials), POOL (Portals for Online Objects in Learning) y ELE-
NA/Edutella.

Simultáneamente, se han desarrollado iniciativas que aunque no
están orientadas al ámbito del e-learning ofrecen fundamentos tec-
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nológicos que requieren la implementación de los ROA. Entre estas
tecnoloǵıas destacan las siguientes:

1. El OAI-PMH mencionado anteriormente.

2. La Nacional Science Digital Library (NSDL) que propone me-
canismos de autentificación y modelos para la construcción de
bibliotecas digitales.

3. La Open Knowledge Initiative (OKI) que ofrece una arquitectura
abierta y expandible que especifica cómo los componentes de un
ambiente de software educativo se comunican entre ellos y con
otros sistemas de la organización.

A pesar del desarrollo alcanzando en la implementación de los re-
positorios y las tecnoloǵıas informáticas que lo sustentan, hemos de-
tectado la necesidad de desarrollar una arquitectura basada en los
estándares, con un modelo de datos distribuido basado en los proyec-
tos antes explicados, pero con una marcada orientación a servicios que
garantice la reusabilidad desde otros sistemas orientados al aprendi-
zaje con la mayor transparencia posible al usuario.

Propusimos (caṕıtulo 6) como solución una arquitectura para re-
positorios de objetos de aprendizaje que denominamos LOR@, que se
compone de cuatro capas especificadas en UML, con un diseño flexible
basado en un modelo distribuido de datos que garantiza la conectivi-
dad con repositorios de diversos oŕıgenes.

También en el proyecto AVE se planteó el rediseño de su arquitec-
tura basándose en la arquitectura Lor@. Esto ha permitido el desa-
rrollo de una biblioteca de servicios en .NET que facilita la gestión
de los materiales multimedia que soportan los cursos diseñados. Aśı,
se ha conseguido agregar al repositorio AVE el conjunto de objetos
de aprendizaje transformados mediante el procedimiento explicado en
el eṕıgrafe 1, garantizándose la gestión estandarizada de los recursos
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educativos en la plataforma AVE y la independencia entre el reposi-
torio y la plataforma, aśı como adecuados niveles de portabilidad con
otras plataformas similares.

Por otro lado, nuestro grupo de investigación desarrolló una im-
plementación que proporciona un conjunto de servicios orientados a
la accesibilidad, búsqueda e interoperabilidad de los materiales edu-
cativos. Se implementaron servicios de transformación de metadatos
de distintos estándares, un servidor para la recolección de metadatos
usando OAI-PMH, y un buscador distribuido, basado en el estándar
Opensearch (caṕıtulo 9), que recolecta objetos de aprendizaje en dis-
tintos repositorios (tanto en repositorios basados en Lor@, como en
otros tipos de repositorios).

Esta implementación ha sido desplegada en varias universidades
cubanas en la que se ha creado una red de repositorios de objetos de
aprendizaje basados en esta arquitectura. También en la UNED de
Costa Rica se han organizado algunos repositorios de asignaturas con
este servidor.

La arquitectura planteada y su implementación en varios entornos
constituyen la base para gestionar materiales educativos que se requie-
ren en cualquier sistema para la enseñanza. Los servicios desarrollados
aseguran la interoperabilidad y reusabilidad que se requiere en los sis-
temas orientados al e-learning, sin embargo esta capacidad que ofrecen
los repositorios creados mediante LOR@ están desprovistos de los me-
canismos que aseguren la reusabilidad legal de estos contenidos. Para
ello, conviene que su gestión se apoye en el paradigma de contenidos
abiertos y esto constituye la base de nuestra siguiente aportación.

2.4 Los contenidos abiertos

El concepto de contenido abierto sirve para designar cualquier obje-
to digital (incluyendo textos, imágenes, grabaciones sonoras, v́ıdeos,
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etc.) publicado y distribuido con una licencia no restrictiva y en un
formato que permite expĺıcitamente su copia, distribución y modifica-
ción [106]. La UNESCO definió el término recursos educativos abier-
tos, (en inglés, open educational resources, OER), como la provisión
abierta de contenidos educativos, posible gracias a las tecnoloǵıas de la
información y de la comunicación, para su consulta, uso y adaptación
por una comunidad de usuarios, sin objetivos comerciales.

Como hemos analizado en el apartado anterior, la tecnoloǵıa ha
ofrecido cobertura a la gestión de contenidos que garantizan su acce-
sibilidad (y, por consiguiente, la posibilidad de reutilización). En el
paradigma de los contenidos abiertos, esta accesibilidad requiere de
una fundamentación legal. Por tanto, además de la tecnoloǵıa y el
contenido en śı mismo, se requieren recursos legales, normas, buenas
prácticas y herramientas para el manejo de licencias que garanticen la
reusabilidad de los contenidos.

La Open Content Alliance y la Open Knowledge Foundation son
dos fundaciones que apoyan el desarrollo de los contenidos abiertos.
La primera se dedica a la creación de contenidos abiertos multime-
diales y multilingües y la segunda fomenta proyectos relacionados con
la creación y distribución de conocimiento abierto. En el ámbito uni-
versitario el proyecto se este tipo más reconocido es OpenCourseWare
(OCW) iniciado en el Instituto Tecnológico de Massachusetts (MIT),
que ofreció acceso libre y gratuito a los materiales de todos sus cursos
oficiales. Posteriormente, se extendió esta iniciativa a numerosas ins-
tituciones de todo el mundo, agrupadas en torno al OpenCourseWare
Consortium.

La mayor dificultad legal de los contenidos abiertos es lograr una
adecuada expresión de la propiedad intelectual y de los derechos de
uso por terceros, aśı como una correcta expresión de las posibilidades
educativas del recurso y construcción tecnológica que simplifique su
manejo por los docentes y por las plataformas de e-learning. Existe
un gran consenso en que las licencias Creative Commons proveen una
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base legal adecuada para la creación y uso de los contenidos educativos
abiertos, para proteger los derechos del autor y para promover el uso
responsable de los materiales publicados.

A pesar de estos progresos, sigue siendo necesario que los gestores
de contenidos incrementen la facilidad con que el usuario pueda mane-
jarse con los elementos legales tanto de los recursos que utilizan como
los que publican.

Teniendo en cuenta los aspectos expuestos y que los CMS, antiguos
y modernos, ayudan al usuario a encontrar un contenido siguiendo
procedimientos tradicionales —esto es, usando las formas clásicas de
búsqueda—, se diseñó un nuevo modelo para la gestión de contenidos
abiertos que sirve de base para el diseño de aplicaciones orientadas a
ese fin (caṕıtulo 7). Este modelo tiene en cuenta las caracteŕısticas ge-
nerales de un CMS, pero posee los elementos y recursos necesarios para
garantizar el manejo de los contenidos en forma abierta. Está basado
en la arquitectura LOR@ descrita anteriormente y ofrece alternati-
vas para la conexión con otros repositorios de contenidos, permitiendo
además la caracterización de la utilidad de los objetos de aprendizaje,
desde los más simples como una imagen o archivo hasta complejas es-
tructuras de aprendizaje creadas mediante IMSLD y otras iniciativas.

Basado en las especificaciones planteadas en el modelo, se desa-
rrolló la herramienta CMS4ROCKL, que permite el manejo, de forma
sencilla, de recursos de aprendizaje distribuidos en una colección de
repositorios y facilita además el diseño de recursos educativos más
complejos, la desagregación de objetos de aprendizaje compuestos (en
los casos en los que interesa la reutilización de alguna de sus partes).
Por ejemplo un curso procedente de un OCW se desagrega mediante
un proceso informático que lo convierte en una entrada a una wiki
y sobre esta entrada los profesores y estudiantes realizan las modifi-
caciones y actualizaciones en forma cooperativa. De esta manera, el
contenido abierto se comparte y se reconstruye de forma colectiva. A
esta herramienta la hemos denominado OCWinmotion (caṕıtulo 8).
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El modelo presentado con base en la arquitectura LOR@ resuelve
la gestión de materiales educativos desde el punto de vista tecnológi-
co y legal. Sin embargo, el proceso de enseñanza requiere el diseño de
procesos y flujos de aprendizaje de mucha complejidad en los que inter-
vienen, además de los contenidos, otros elementos como las bibliotecas
digitales o los repositorios institucionales que contienen información de
apoyo al proceso de aprendizaje. Estos elementos deben ser concate-
nados adecuadamente con el objetivo de lograr una mayor efectividad
y una mejor personalización de los procesos de aprendizaje. Se valoró,
por tanto, la posibilidad de emplear para estos fines técnicas de diseño
basado en procesos, tal y como se describe en el próximo apartado.

2.5 Manejo del proceso de aprendizaje

(LPM)

El desarrollo de un conjunto de actividades de aprendizaje en las que
intervienen, además de los contenidos, las tecnoloǵıas y el contexto en
que se desarrolla el proceso aseguran el éxito del proceso de enseñanza
y aprendizaje.

Durante los últimos años las tecnoloǵıas han puesto a disposición
de profesores un conjunto de herramientas de autor y sistemas in-
formáticos orientados al diseño y gestión de actividades de aprendiza-
je. Por ejemplo, se han desarrollado herramientas de autor y entornos
virtuales de aprendizaje como LAMS [56] que permiten a los profeso-
res usar un entorno visual para crear secuencias de aprendizaje que
pueden ser guardadas, reutilizadas o compartidas por otros profesores.

Esta herramienta es muy intuitiva y posee una gran variedad de
funciones que pueden ser empleadas para distintos tipos de pedagoǵıas.
A pesar de que esta herramienta es compatible con los LMS mas di-
fundidos, las unidades de aprendizaje desarrolladas en ella no pueden
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integrarse con todos los elementos que intervienen en un escenario de
aprendizaje.

Ahora bien, existen propuestas de estándares orientados a la mo-
delación de actividades de aprendizaje, como IMSLD, mediante las
cuales un profesor puede representar un escenario de aprendizaje sus-
tentando en cualquier pedagoǵıa y plataforma. En esta especificación,
quedan bien definidos los distintos roles que intervienen en el proceso,
aśı como los recursos, actividades de aprendizaje, de soporte y servicios
complementarios. De este modo, se aporta una flexibilidad pedagógica
y una serie de recursos que posibilitan la implementación de la casi
la totalidad de escenarios de aprendizaje, incluyendo modelos mixtos
distancia-presencia [10].

Por un lado, se han desarrollado proyectos para diseminar y apoyar
la especificación IMSLD, como UNFOLD Project [100]. Por otro lado,
se han desarrollado motores, como CopperCore [76], que permiten la
interpretación y ejecución de un documento IMSLD. A pesar del desa-
rrollo alcanzado, estas especificaciones, además de ser complejas para
su uso por los profesores, no ofrecen alternativas que faciliten la co-
nectividad con la diversidad de sistemas informativos que intervienen
en un escenario de aprendizaje determinado.

Tomando como referencia los avances que ha tenido el sector em-
presarial en la integración de datos y gestión optimizada de sus pro-
cesos, nosotros proponemos un modelo que sirve de referencia en la
aplicación de la tecnoloǵıa Business Process Management (BPM) al
proceso de enseñanza y aprendizaje. Este proceso requiere diseñar al-
gunas estrategias que abarquen todo el conjunto de actividades y ac-
ciones para optimizarlo. Dichas estrategias son secuencias integradas,
más o menos extensas y complejas, de acciones y procedimientos selec-
cionados y organizados, que atendiendo a todos los componentes del
proceso, persiguen alcanzar los objetivos propuestos (caṕıtulo 10).

A la aplicación de BPM en el proceso de enseñanza lo hemos de-
nominado Learning Process Management (LPM) y está conformado
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por un componente SOA (Service Oriented Architecture), un segun-
do componente destinado a la gestión de procesos de aprendizaje y el
último destinado a la presentación. En el componente SOA agrupa-
mos las fuentes de datos y la infraestructura necesaria para acceder a
estos: desde los contenidos simples y estructurados archivados en los
LCMS hasta los catalogados y organizados en repositorios de objetos
de aprendizaje. También, los contenidos que en la actualidad se com-
parten por miles de usuarios a través de las redes sociales a los cuales es
posible tener acceso mediante estándares como OpenSocial, que facili-
ta el registro y gestión de la actividad del usuario y sus contenidos en
un entorno social. La arquitectura LOR@, al estar orientada a servi-
cios, contribuye a la accesibilidad a los materiales educativos presentes
en una red de repositorios organizadas mediante esta arquitectura.

Para evaluar el modelo planteado, este ha sido utilizado como refe-
rencia para el desarrollo de secuencias de aprendizaje personalizadas.
En particular, se implementaron varios ejemplos en los que mediante
la herramienta TIBCO Business Studio [98], se modelaron las secuen-
cias de aprendizaje ejecutadas posteriormente en un motor de procesos
que interactúa y gestiona la información que necesita a través de un
bus de datos empresarial (ESB) en el que se encuentran registrados
los servicios que suministran la información que requiere el proceso.
Para ello se empleó el servicio LORASERVER que provee LOR@.

En estas pruebas, se ha podido comprobar la flexibilidad que posee
esta tecnoloǵıa ante cambios y modificaciones que se realizan en los
procesos donde no se requiere programar y además de ello se facilita
el diseño de flujos de aprendizaje con elevada complejidad. También
se ha observado que la notación Business Process Model and Notation
(BPMN) sobre la cual se describen los procesos es especialmente di-
señada para el sector empresarial y carece por tanto de simboloǵıas
y actividades apropiadas al e-learning por lo que será necesario reali-
zar las adecuaciones necesarias para lograr mejor comunicación de los
profesores con estas herramientas.
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Finalmente, la alternativa planteada puede coexistir con las herra-
mientas de autor, LMS, entornos virtuales de aprendizaje que hemos
analizado en este trabajo debido a que los procesos diseñados bajo
esta tecnoloǵıa pueden ser gestionados en forma de servicios desde
cualquier herramienta.

2.6 Conclusiones y trabajo en progreso

La colección de trabajos que integran esta memoria abarca una etapa
(2003-2008) en la que el autor ha liderado el desarrollo de varios pro-
yectos de investigación de gran impacto en el ámbito de la tecnoloǵıa
educativa. Destacan, entre ellos, Microc@mpus, el Aula Virtual del Es-
pañol (AVE) y los proyectos de desarrollo tecnológico de la Biblioteca
Virtual Miguel de Cervantes.

Los resultados han sido publicados en congresos de calidad exce-
lente, por ejemplo, en cuatro ocasiones en la International Conference
on Advanced Learning Technologies (ICALT), conferencia patrocina-
da por el prestigioso Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
(IEEE). El ranking más utilizado para determinar la relevancia de este
tipo de conferencias (Core Computer Science Conference Rankings1)
clasifica este congreso con el nivel A (el segundo más alto posible).

Otro indicio de la importancia de los trabajos publicados es el
número de citas independientes que reciben. Por ejemplo, el art́ıcu-
lo Learning units design based in grid computing ha sido citado por
8 investigadores independientes (fuente: google scholar) cuando, en el
ámbito de la informática, muy pocos art́ıculos superan las 3 o más
citas independientes. Merece la pena destacar también que los resul-
tados de estos trabajos has sido aplicados en distintos páıses (por

1 Disponible, por ejemplo, en http://www.cs.wm.edu/~srgian/

tier-conf-final2007.html.
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ejemplo, Microc@mpus se ha usado en varias universidades españolas
e iberoamericanas y en la Universidad Estatal de Moldavia.

Los objetivos alcanzados más importantes en este trabajo han sido:

1. Establecer un sistema de generación automática de objetos de
aprendizaje en un formato estándar a partir de objetos digitales
educativos no normalizados preexistentes.

2. Implementar un sistema de creación de objetos de aprendizaje
complejos mediante la agregación de otros ya existentes.

3. Establecer un modelo de arquitectura basado en servicios que
permita el acceso a los objetos de aprendizaje de forma que es-
tos puedan ser reutilizados en distintos sistemas de gestión de
contenidos.

4. Definir un modelo para describir los procesos que se pueden gene-
rar a partir de los servicios ofrecidos por la arquitectura definida
en el objetivo anterior.

Finalmente, el progreso en esta ĺınea de investigación continúa en
la actualidad, por ejemplo, mediante la adaptación de las arquitecturas
de sistemas definidas para recurso educativos a la Biblioteca Virtual
Miguel de Cervantes, con el objetivo de desarrollar nuevos servicios de
la denominada “web 2.0”.
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Abstract

Interoperability is greatly considered in e-learning systems. XML
based standards have arisen facilitating the common methods of de-
scription, identification and search of LO which are developed under
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different formats and platforms thus guaranteeing their reusability.
SCORM standard is imposing in this field. It was developed by

Advanced Distributed Learning and based on proposals of organiza-
tions like IEEE Learning Technology Standards Committee Learning
Object Metadata Working Group and IMS Global Learning Consor-
tium.

The most modern e-learning platforms use the standards previ-
ously mentioned to achieve interoperability among the different sys-
tems. Nevertheless, there is much useful content available in different
environments that is not structured according to the standards. This
provokes serious difficulties for them to be reused. That is why it is
essential to look for alternatives that permit to pack such contents in
a way that they may be imported and used in the existing platforms.

An automated procedure that allows the making of Digital Li-
braries composed of learning objects starting from previously devel-
oped content structures is proposed. Tools for facilitating this process
have been developed.

It has been applied to contents developed on a platform for teaching
Spanish, as a result we have obtained a Multimedia Digital Library of
Learning Objects.

Keywords : learning objects, e-learning, interoperability, standards,
SCORM, IMS

3.1 Introduction

Education using the New Technologies has had a quick development
lately. Many have been the techniques implemented to achieve virtual
educative communities, where professors and researchers create thou-
sands of teaching materials and content structures using web pages,
e-learning platforms and others.

The need to reuse the teaching materials in different software for e-
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Learning and for different students has provoked the creation of stan-
dards that allow the documentation, search and distribution of the
produced educative contents [67]. The IMS standard created by the
Global Learning Consortium is among the most important ones [38];
and then the SCORM, implemented by Advanced Distributed Learn-
ing Initiative [1] and the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engi-
neers (IEEE).

Much initiatives have developed to complement and facilitate the
use of the most used standards, such is the case of CAREO project that
is being carried out in Canada and permits the exertion of educative
objects based on the IMS standard. This project has joined efforts
with an initiative called ALOHA (Advanced Learning Object Hub
Application); it is a metadata server that offers this project special
usage possibilities [68].

There are hundreds of initiatives for trying to solve the problem of
interchanging objects among different applications; they will continue
developing until they conform ontologies as more complete structures
for describing objects which allow a formal representation of a concept,
in addition to its semantic and syntactic representation [109].

Apart from what has been previously stated, it is necessary to
look for alternatives that allow to redesign the existing content struc-
tures and adapt them to the standards, so that they can be included
in repositories or learning objects libraries that may be used in the
different platforms. Some important steps have been taken on this
matter, an example of this is the SCOMAKER tool created by Boxer
Technologies AS that allows to produce the necessary structures for
making an Office document compatible with the SCORM standard.

The procedure for making up learning objects is not very clearly
defined, let alone the process for producing them from the contents
previously developed under different environments; that is why we
propose a procedure that allows tutors, professors and programmers to
create learning objects libraries from the previously produced contents.
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3.2 How to automate the making up of

a learning objects library

The proposal is based on the creation of processes that enable the
conversion of contents and teaching materials of the origin Learning
Management System in learning objects. For creating such processes,
it backs up in the standards. The specifications of the standard are
defined in XML templates that have the information of the pattern and
structure as well as the contents of the objects. Thus, if there are any
changes in the standard, or if it is desired to export anything towards
a new pattern you just have to adapt the corresponding templates.

It is necessary that pedagogues and computer specialists get to-
gether in a multidisciplinary work to study the standards, adapt them
to the particular conditions and then program the processes that en-
able the automatic making of the objects. The definition of a learning
object is very wide, it is said that any digital object that can be reused
is a LO [103]. Then the number of objects to be documented in the
previously produced contents would be of many different kinds. The
formats have the content of the objects but not the necessary digital
information to automate them. This proposal is based on browsing
such information in the platforms, data bases where there are learn-
ing objects, considering as LO not only the materials but the content
structures as well.

What follows is an outline (figure 3.1) of the elements that make
up our proposal. Each of them is explained taking as an example its
application in the project Virtual Classroom of Spanish (AVE) [5],
where a learning objects library has been created.

1. LO template according to standard: This template is an XML
structure that contains the necessary elements to document a
learning object according to the standard to be exported. The
metadata can have a literal value or make reference to the name
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Figure 3.1: Component for Making LO.

of the function in the library of functions (4) that exerts this
metadata.

2. Physical Files: They are composed of the set of files that are
necessary to obtain the outlet LO. There are two kinds of files;
the ones associated to a template and the data files.

• Templates: They are XML structures that contain the nec-
essary elements for a process (5) to produce an outlet phys-
ical file (7) that accompanies the LO documentation in the
defined pattern. In AVE most of the objects are HTML
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files that have links to videos and Authorware objects; that
is why in the previous template only the name of the file
referred to in the clause OBJECT can be varied.

• Files: They are physical files as images, videos, office doc-
uments, flash presentations that are referred to in the LO.

We have taken into account the possibility to convert many
of these files in XML structures, documenting them consid-
ering the defined pattern, thus permitting more portability.
To achieve this, existing tools can be used for their docu-
mentation using different patterns. MS Office documents,
for instance, can be converted to SCORM by using appli-
cations as SCOMaker or LRN toolkit so that this kind of
document be completely documented according to the de-
fined pattern. In case that most of the physical materials
are of any specific file that is defined in the standard, a tem-
plate can be made and then, apply the principle explained
above. [65]

3. Contents Structure: It is a template where the structure of a spe-
cific content is defined and various LO are combined to achieve a
teaching objective. It depends on the standard and there may be
some, depending on the kind of structure defined and the possi-
bilities of the chosen pattern. It is used by the process (item 5 in
figure 3.1) to obtain the LO that corresponds with the structure
of contents (item 7.2).

It has been determined in AVE, that the basic structure of the
contents is an entity called TEMA which contains the different
activities to achieve a basic unit of learning. A template to
produce this structure in an automated way has been designed.
It is based on the IMS standard from which all the structures of
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themes contents are produced and so courses that contain these
themes.

4. Library of functions : All the functions referred to in the tem-
plates are in this library. The implementation of such library
depends on the structure and programming strategy. There can
be one or some libraries. Its use guarantees that the system re-
acts upon the changes produced in the platforms structures in a
simple way.

5. The processes: The processes use the templates described above
to make the LO (7), not only the ones that correspond with
the description of a material or set of materials by means of a
determined pattern but also the ones associated to a learning
structure as well.

These processes use the conveniences of the XSLT to obtain
different outlet formats from the XML original templates and
will use the library of functions just described to substitute the
references of the templates by the corresponding values.

6. Own Databases: Own Databases are the ones that platforms use
for their fulfillment. Libraries of functions use these structures
for their implementation.

7. Learning Objects (LO): After applying the processes just de-
scribed, XML structures that document each LO (7.1) will be
obtained according to the defined pattern, the physical files that
resulted from applying a template (7.2), as well as the LO that
describe the content structures (7.3).

The characteristics of the most used e-learning platforms have been
analyzed [58] and in most of them we observe common features which
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allow to export the necessary information to apply this procedure.
They have:

• A databases structure where there is some information about
the teaching administration process, class sessions, teaching ma-
terials and learning models.

• Repositories or teaching material libraries stored in physical files.

• Structures for implementing different models and learning strate-
gies.

3.3 Conclusions and recommendations

What we propose may be used in different courses previously pro-
duced with the aim of obtaining an automated creation of educative
objects reusable in more modern platforms that fit with the standards;
thus permitting the distribution of courses to environments where the
connection levels are still insufficient.

The use of these procedures in AVE project guarantees the inter-
operability of such courses in other educative environments with few
economical resources and little time. This is due to the capacity of
the elaborated applications to make use of the information existing in
AVE database. Such procedures can be used as a basis for the making
of LO libraries in other platforms.

Using the templates and libraries of functions here proposed guar-
antees that the procedures and designed applications for making the
LO be more resistant to the changes produced in the standards. They
also offer the possibility to make new objects based on other specifi-
cations.

The creation of reusable educative objects is not possible in isola-
tion, the creation of multidisciplinary groups is required for designing
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the most appropriate strategies for professors to make and use educa-
tive objects in a simple way as is the case of the example explained
above.

A LO repository does not solve the problem at all. It is very impor-
tant to study the mechanisms for storing and retrieving information
from these objects so that they can be found and used. The new LMS
assimilates the new standards but the professor needs to find objects
and create new ones. It is necessary to use procedures and techniques
that permit to produce LO from the existing ones in a dynamic way
and with certain instruction from the professor.
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Abstract

The development of cooperative, flexible and reusable learning envi-
ronments is a need in modern education. IMS Learning Design speci-
fications have played a very important role in modelling and describ-
ing complex learning sequences; these tools and applications are used
for making this standard design and interpretation easier. On the
other hand, grid computing is starting to be used in teaching learning
processes to solve complex tasks that require computing power and
storage capacity. In this article, some alternatives are given to com-
bine grid computing with teaching learning processes based on IMS
Learning Design. Some elements are proposed to be considered in
designing a Grid Learning Object (GLOB) to achieve communication
with the “IMS Learning Design Engine”. We have applied this method
in designing a learning unit about the diagnosis of diseases in animals
through images.

4.1 Introduction

E-learning has increased lately as a result of the development of tools
and techniques, which make the modeling of the teaching learning pro-
cess more flexible to students and professors. There are very power-
ful Learning Management Systems (LMS) that allow both to publish
teaching materials and to manage courses adaptable to specific ed-
ucative community’s conditions [21]. Likewise, the utilization of the
Theory of Learning Objects has enhanced the creation of standard
contents, well classified and easier to find and reuse. Many specifica-
tions and initiatives have developed which allow to catalogue teaching
materials of different kinds, as well as to package the contents and to
design learning units that can be reused in different LMS and courses.
One of the most important standards developed by the Global Learn-
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ing Consortium is the IMS; it has created some specifications, which
are extended and used nowadays.

IMS Learning Design [43]. is one of the most important specifica-
tions that makes easier the formal description of the teaching-learning
process through a language that defines “Who does what, When and
with What contents” a specific objective is achieved.

Many research work and projects have developed which make pos-
sible the use of IMS Learning Design (IMS-LD) by students and profes-
sors. The present tools permit to design powerful and complex learning
structures, where educational activities are developed in parallel with
the participation of several users in a cooperative environment. Nev-
ertheless, they are limited for searching big volumes of information
that occasionally surpass Terabytes, they are geographically scattered
and submitted to constant changes.

Lately, grid computing has developed as a way to join computing
resources (CPU, memory, etc) to solve highly complex problems. With
the use of these technologies, it is possible to distribute processing and
data capacity to different computers transparent to users to achieve
super processing capacity [79].

In education, many complex tasks were ignored that can now be
solved by grid computing. Recently, a model that permits the integra-
tion of the functions of grids in e-Learning systems has been proposed.
The new paradigm called e-learning grid, defines the structure of a grid
for learning and establishes how it interacts in general with a LMS.
Nevertheless, it does not specify the interaction levels during the de-
sign of a learning sequence, where grids are necessary as an alternative
to achieve computing efficiency in handling information.

Taking all these into account, we propose a model that defines the
interaction among the learning units based on IMS-LD and a GRID,
in a way that standard learning structures that use the possibilities of
these techniques can be created. Some elements are defined as a basis
for “IMS Learning Design Engine” and “e-Learning Grid” developers
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to guarantee their relationship.
The most important characteristics of a Grid Learning Object

(GLOB) are described, its use in the teaching process, the relation-
ships that can be established among a learning unit and the different
types of GRIDS. At the end, it is given an example that shows how
to apply the model proposed [79].

4.2 Fundamentals

This epigraph deals with the most relevant elements we consider in this
paper: IMS Learning Design specifications, Grid Computing basics
and their utilization in the teaching learning process.

4.2.1 IMS-LD specifications

IMS-LD specifications can model the teaching learning process, unlike
others that concentrate only in packaging contents. It makes them
a powerful resource for designing collaborative and reusable complex
learning units in different environments.

IMS-LD allows the description of the structure of a learning unit’s
activities. As in other specifications, XML is used to describe it. There
is a very rigorous and precise documentation about each of its compo-
nents, so it is not necessary to stop on that. An IMS-LD based learning
unit is composed of objectives, roles (whether students or professors),
learning activities organized through different structures formed by
learning objects and services necessary in the teaching–learning pro-
cess. An activity has as a basis a learning object or a service.

Learning objects are study units, exercises, practices, figures, docu-
ments which are catalogued according to a standard; they are available
in applications local repositories or can be chosen from libraries that
are in the internet. The learning services are basically software prod-
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ucts and applications as CHAT, Email and programs that support the
teaching learning process.

4.2.2 e-Learning Grids

Grid computing dates back to the era of distributed computation, par-
ticularly in “MetaComputing” where geographically distributed com-
puters are united in a way that they are perceived as a more powerful
one. Modern grids are adaptable because they adopt web technolo-
gies and standards as XML or Web Service. During their evolution,
computational grids and data grids have developed. The first ones
organize and distribute computation resources (CPU, memory), and
the data ones are oriented towards manipulating “petabytes” data.

E-learning grids emerge due to the need to integrate the facilities
of grids in e-Learning systems, where highly complex applications of
high computational cost were ignored, as such technologies were not
available. The Grid Learning Object (GLOB) is defined as an alter-
native to use grid computing in e-Learning. This definition combines
both the functionalities of a traditional learning object [102] and the
GRID computing power.

The GLOB has different parts: The meta data, which contain the
information that characterizes the grid. The reusable information ob-
ject (RIO) contains the necessary information for the grid to be reused;
it also includes contents in different formats, practices and tasks. The
RIO also has the facilities of a grid implemented as Grid Service. Users
can get these services through a user’s interface. In the “Grid applica-
tion Layer” is where grid applications oriented towards e-learning are
implemented; to achieve this, they use Core Grid Middleware services.
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4.3 Interaction between an IMS-LD

based learning environment and an

e-Learning Grid

As we have explained above, grid computing expands due to its feasi-
bility in solving complex problems as for the facilities that many tools
offer to create GRID instances [30], it has increased the availability
of different types of GRIDS. Despite the neutrality mechanisms that
characterize GRIDS, which make them independent to the low level
infrastructure to file data and handle resources, it is necessary to look
for alternatives to use these tools in the teaching learning process.
Some solutions have been given, as the one stated by Pankratius [79],
referred to in epigraph 2.2, where it is defined an “e-Learning Grid”
and its relationship with a LMS through a Grid Application Layer and
the user’s interface.

Some researchers of Valladolid University, Spain, are developing
a tool called GRIDCOLE. It is oriented towards the development of
a collaborative learning environment through the combination of the
IMS learning design and the open grid service architecture OGSA [26],
that defines a service-oriented structure for the construction of grid
infrastructures. This tool has some desktop applications that allow
the interaction with the grids used in the different learning activities
defined in an IMS-LD document; it has a learning flow engine that
is a collaboration script interpreter which determines the sequence of
activities to be performed by each participant.

Despite the results, it is required a more direct interaction among
the elements that compose an IMS-LD, the IMS learning design engine
and the grid to achieve an active role in the teaching-learning process
and hence to use the results to regulate and control the learning flow.
This epigraph proposes a model that defines the relationship between
an IMS-LD based learning unit and a grid, so that software developers
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and pedagogues can improve the “IMS Learning Design Engine”.
We consider that there is an LMS that has its own repository

of learning objects that both professors and learners can use in the
teaching-learning process. The LMS favors the design of IMS-LD
based learning environments and has an “IMS Learning Design En-
gine. It is also supposed that during the designing process, a Grid
is required by the professor to solve a highly complex computational
task, or to present the student a document that is the result of com-
bining the existing data in different computers or instruments that are
in places unknown to the users. It is very important that the GRID
adopts a Grid-enabled Learning Object (GLOB).

The following schema shows the elements to consider for intercon-
necting both structures.

As it can be seen, our proposition is based on establishing the re-
lationship between both structures through functions added to GLOB
and the “IMS Learning Design Engine”, using the elements that make
up the IMS-LD. In this manner, it is not necessary to modify the
specifications.

The Grid can be designed or not with pedagogical purposes. When
it is desired to incorporate it to a learning process, it is necessary to
create the GLOB which is oriented towards this goal. It has the nec-
essary documentation through metadata and contains some services
that guarantee to get to the real Grid. In GLOB’s definition it is
called “Grid Application layer”.

To achieve our objectives, we propose to add this structure a new
layer called “Runtime Interface Layer” which permits to establish com-
munication with the “IMS Learning Design Engine”. This layer in-
cludes other services that allow knowing the status of a GRID and
other execution results, among others. In this paper we are not going
to analyst the details for its adequate functioning; but just to make
reference to three services (GET status, GET Result, Start) as shown
in Figure 4.1. Its use is explained below.
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Figure 4.1: Relationship between an IMS-LD based learning environ-
ment and an eGrid
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Though Grid implementation is not the object of this paper, we
make some comments about the elements that make up its structure
which help to understand our proposition. In a Grid, there is an inter-
mediary system (Broker) which, together with the other subsystems
that make up its architecture manages the grid resources, that can
be either of data or of computer. In data grids, the interaction with
the “metadata service” is very important; which together with the
metadata catalogue manage the data using the “Lightweight Direc-
tory Access Protocol (LDAP) [13], that is very effective in handling
distributed data. In both types of Grids, some selection mechanisms
and management of replicas are used to increase the efficiency in data
management and transference, which can be either independent files
or file systems with a specific organization and structure. That is
why in the figure we have put a repository of learning objects as part
of the grid. This type of organization is advantageous for LMS that
require to manage information from many geographically distributed
repositories.

The available GRIDS are known from the LMS through GLOB’s
metadata. During the design of the learning structure, the profes-
sor should define a “Learning Service”, which constitutes an external
resource to be used in an activity as part of the teaching learning
process. In “IMS-LD specifications many services as email, are al-
ready defined aimed at making easier the “IMS-LD Runtime Engine”
configuration. In the case of a GRID, it is necessary to transfer the
necessary parameters to the “Runtime” to activate it. To do it, one
can use the global-elements, Global Attribute ‘class’ and the meta-
data [41] that the “Runtime” can have access to when the learning
service is activated. The “Runtime Engine”, using the information
of these elements, creates a query that is sent to the Grid Service
“START” of the “Runtime Application Layer”, which activates the
Grid.

Once the grid is initiated, the “IMS-LD Runtime Engin” may know
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its execution state and the results obtained through the GET Status
and GET Result services implemented in the GLOB’s Runtime In-
terface Layer. The grid’s execution state can be used by “IMS-LD
Runtime Engine” to manage notifications and parameters that are
useful in the learning sequence that is being designed.

The given elements can be used by software developers to improve
and use IMS-LD specifications in the teaching learning process. The
following epigraph shows the design phase of a project where this
model is going to be utilized to use data and computational grids in
handling and processing images that are distributed through different
Cuban universities.

4.4 Implementation of a learning unit to

diagnose diseases in animals

As part of a national project to automate the teaching learning pro-
cess in the Veterinary Medicine career in some Cuban universities, a
group of professors is designing learning structures so that learners can
diagnose diseases from the analysis of images and other data given by
professors. The images are in repositories in different laboratories and
clinical units distributed all through the universities of the country,
which generate hundreds of images of different systems and organs of
several animal species. Both researchers and professors select and cat-
alogue them using DSPACE [22] facilities for handling, distributing
and searching metadata; it is used as a basis to create a data GRID
that manages the images efficiently.

Considering the elements above, we have designed a learning unit
in which the professor presents to the students a collection of images
together with other elements and data for them to make a diagnosis
about a disease in an animal specie. The student will analyze the data
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and will send the selected images to be processed. From the results
obtained, he will propose the professor a diagnosis for his evaluation
(Fig. 4.2).

Another computational GRID is being designed that permits to
use the capacity of many computers distributed through different uni-
versities to process images and obtain indicators used in the process
of diagnosis, which require great computing power.

As observed, this is a simple learning sequence easy to model
through IMS-LD specifications, but if GRIDS that permit to manage
the search of images and their processing were not used, it could be
impossible to finish the process, taking into account that the execution
of the GRID conditions the sequences of professors and students.

In order to design this structure, the COMALO tool, which has
been developed by the authors [48], is used. Besides, some modifica-
tions will be done to “CopperCore IMS-LD Engine” [76] to achieve
communication with both GRIDS where the functions that compose
the “Grid Runtime Layer “ will be implemented by web service. At
present, this learning unit is being implemented which will be the basis
to study this model’s feasibility.

4.5 Conclusions and Recommendations

In this paper, some alternatives have been presented which permit
the interaction between GRID technology and the teaching learning
process based on IMS Learning Design specifications; obtaining that
they have the possibility to incorporate big volumes of information
as well as to use tools that require great computing power. These
elements are in taking decisions and in the solution of highly complex
problems.

Our proposition achieves the connection between both technolo-
gies without modifying the IMS- LD specifications. Nevertheless, we
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Figure 4.2: UML diagram of a learning unit for the diagnosis of dis-
eases through images.
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consider that it is necessary to look for alternatives that permit to
incorporate GRIDS as special services within the specifications.

It is necessary to study deeply the applications that allow to imple-
ment GRIDS, which together with the power of the “IM-LD Engine”
developed by Coopercore and the tools that we have implemented, will
let us to validate the effectiveness of the model we propose.
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Abstract

Concept maps constitute one of the tools frequently used in learning
management as they offer the possibility to personalize learning, share
knowledge and re-inforce learning to learn skills. At the same time,
many initiatives or standards are being developed rapidly to make the
contents in different learning management systems and learning en-
vironments compatible. This paper states the need to combine the
technique of Concept Maps with initiatives that package contents de-
veloped by IMS to produce more portable and powerful content. A
model to create tools for learning management is proposed.

5.1 Introduction

With the outburst of new technologies and the appearance of powerful
methods and tools for knowledge management, new virtual commu-
nities have been created which go beyond the limits of traditional
teaching processes while offering both professors and students a num-
ber of teaching services. Despite its success, the learning process has
been affected, as many professors and institutions have tried to apply
the same learning structures found in traditional education to the new
circumstances.

In generating new materials while considering these new develop-
ments, it is necessary to change our way of thinking and to include the
idea of making the student responsible for his intellectual autonomy
and to manage the knowledge he needs [99]. It is very important to
adapt the new content to each student’s characteristics, and at the
same time, the professor should coordinate all the activities of the
virtual community to expand the knowledge frontier, promoting the
sharing of experiences [28].

In the seventies, the theory of Concept Maps appeared in Cornell
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University in the United States as an answer to the learning theory
developed by Ausubel that relates the evolution of students’ previous
knowledge to construct new knowledge. Ever since, this technique has
been a useful tool for teachers, researchers in topics related to educa-
tion, psychologists, sociologists, students and other areas that man-
age large quantities of information [24]. A Concept Map constitutes
a schematic summary of what has been learned; it is hierarchically
organized and represents all abstraction levels [70].

The design and creation of Concept Maps is done through these
automated systems that are available to the users in diverse forms;
each has its own format, structure and style. Most of them export to
HTML format, making browsing through map nodes possible.

The use of these tools generates much knowledge that remains in
the “invisible web”, as each professor or institution produces its own
maps and they are not published or organized adequately, so that they
can be reused some other time.

Many compatibility and learning structure problems which we have
stated have been solved with the creation of standards that permit the
documentation, search, and distribution of educational contents that
are generated in different environments.

One of the most important standards developed by the Global
Learning Consortium is the IMS; it has created some specifications,
which are extended and used nowadays.

IMS Learning Design (IMS-LD) is one of the most important spec-
ifications that makes easier the formal description of the teaching-
learning process through a language that defines [9] “Who does what,
When and with What contents” a specific objective is achieved.

There are different research projects and institutions that generate
applications to implement these specifications in their different levels;
nevertheless, most of them concentrate just in implementing the spec-
ifications and not in developing any interface in which professors do
not need to know them in detail. For this reason, this article proposes
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a model for both designers and users to take advantage of Concept
Maps for modelling and managing learning as well as the benefits of
IMS LD to obtain more complex and reusable learning units.

5.2 Interoperable Concept Maps

We propose a model for professors and designers, which combine the
design of a Concept Map with the opportunities that learning objects
offer to guarantee that they can be searched as well as their portability.

Our model is based on the possibility of applying a T transfor-
mation to a traditional concept map to make it a more powerful and
compatible one in different environments enriched with the facilities
that specifications offer.

It is supposed that the users have one Concept Map created by
any of the available tools and that they can access the repositories
of learning objects (LO), so that one can establish a correspondence
between each node or concept of the CM with a learning object. Each
link is considered a condition to fulfil the IMS-LD (Fig. 5.1).

As observed in the figure 5.1, during the transformation, a concept
can be associated to documents in different formats that the designer
might have obtained from the internet as traditionally done, or taken
from a repository of learning objects for managing the information for
this concept in the most efficient way. The learning object (LO) can
be simple or a learning structure compatible with the specifications of
the design we just described.

Nodes can make reference to services such as CHAT and email
or they may ask for a specific complex computer task. They can be
given properties to characterize them or the concept, as well as to
define indicators that can be used as conditions or restrictions in the
transition from one node to another.

Applications based on the previous model can be designed, its in-
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Figure 5.1: Relationship between a Concept Map and IMS-LD speci-
fications
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put could be the Concept Map and the output could be the Concept
Map enriched with the benefits of IMS-LD specifications. This guar-
antees its portability and power, as we have just stated.

We have created an application called COMALO (from COncept
MAps to Learning Objects) that generates learning structures com-
patible with IMS-LD design specifications in levels A and B. This
application uses a repository of LO and an XML structure that rep-
resents the concept map that the user introduces through an interface
that is close to his knowledge, without having to know in detail the
terminology used in the specifications.

We are working on an application that permits the automatic con-
version of some maps obtained from different tools in COMALO for-
mat, in a way that users can make minimum changes and incorporate
the advantages of the specifications. COMALO permits to search in
the repository and to associate LO to nodes. Besides, it guarantees
the definition of properties and transitions subject to restrictions. Al-
though the application is still being developed, it is possible to use it
for creating Concept Maps that meet IMS LD specifications in levels
A and B.

5.3 Conclusions and Recommendations

In our paper, we have proposed an alternative that can be the basis
for teachers and software developers in the design of applications for
knowledge management, as there are the necessary conditions for im-
plementing and putting into practice the recommendations we have
made. In this way, concept maps reusable in different educational
environments can be produced.

The combination of both theories will allow users to choose more
precise, classified and structured information according to the com-
plexity of the learning processes of the present time. As we have
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explained, the present tools that implement the design and content
packaging specifications are still oriented towards the users that know
them thoroughly; this hinders their development and causes rejection
from other users, even including the most advanced ones. The use of
Concept Maps as a basis for design will undoubtedly achieve better
results.

The effectiveness of the COMALO application will be evaluated
throughout the design of Spanish courses using the repository of LO
of the Spanish Virtual Classroom (AVE) [5].
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Abstract

Learning Objects Repositories play a decisive role in the development
of modern educational systems, as they allow an interchange and re-
utilization of the teaching materials that are either created in an insti-
tution or which are geographically distributed. As a consequence, the
production costs of such courses in the different modalities diminish.

This paper describes an architecture oriented towards the usage of
Learning Objects Repositories (LOR@). LOR@ are logically orga-
nized through different layers constituted by classes, services, compo-
nents and diagrams which are specified through a Unified Modeling
Language (UML).

The design is highly flexible, based on a data distributed model
and oriented towards the management of different standards. It can be
reused freely and enriched by institutions or research groups which de-
velop applications for organizing and managing learning objects repos-
itories.

6.1 Introduction

Teaching institutions make great efforts to disseminate and distribute
information. To achieve this, they create institutional repositories as
an alternative to support the changes that are happening in teach-
ing; especially the tendencies towards cooperative learning using the
contents that are digitally available.

Clifford A Lynch, executive director of Coalition for Networked
Information in USA [14] defines an institutional repository as “a set
of services that the university offers to manage and disseminate dig-
italized materials that were created by the institution and its mem-
bers” [59].

With the creation of open standards such as IMS [36], Dublin
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Core [19], Cancore [11], learning objects repositories have emerged.
They contain not only the materials but also the metadata that de-
scribe them according to a standard.

A common way to represent repositories is by means of centralized
databases where learning objects can be localized through a portal or
website. The other hand, there are other ongoing projects that are
distributing, sharing and exchanging information disseminated in dis-
tant servers; it guarantees a considerable reduction in the production
costs of courses, as learning objects are available and can be reused.

The POOL project (acronym for Portal for Online Objects In
Learning) [87], sponsored by Canarie Learning Program, has devel-
oped a distributed architecture called “POOL, POND, SPLASH”,
which allows for the creation of a Learning Objects Repository Peer to
Peer (P2P) net [34] catalogued through the Cancore Metadata Proto-
col [11]. Its work is oriented towards defining the repositories’ struc-
ture and the search of methods to link them.

SPLASH is an individual desktop application that uses a database
program and a P2P searching engine in combination with a Cancore
Mettaging Interface, so that both Individual instructor and Learner
can access to collections of repositories (POND) or to a central one
(POOL).

These initiatives have developed in such a way that it is said that a
net of learning objects repositories is an essential component in the se-
mantic web. LORNET Project [57], organized by different e-Learning
research groups in Canada is working on architectures, methods and
tools to maximize the use of a learning objects repositories net to
manage learning and knowledge.

At the same time, IMS developed the Digital Repository Interop-
erability specification [40] in 2003, which defines a set of functions
and protocols that allow the interchange and communication among
e-Learning components and can be used as a reference for software
developers to achieve mechanisms to connect repositories. This initia-
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tive has a documentation that allows to put its recommendations into
practice.

Despite the results obtained can be generalized, they are oriented
towards the solution of inherent situations of specific countries and
groups of development. These projects lack adequate design specifi-
cations to reuse the code and the stated models. In most cases, DRI
specifications are not considered to interchange with other reposito-
ries.

Most of these projects have not enough alternatives to treat dif-
ferently the highly complex learning objects like multimedia, graphic
objects and learning structures (UOL) so as to use them more effec-
tively. Such is the case of the UoL based on the IMS-LD standard [43],
powerful resource to create content structures.

Considering the elements stated above, we have developed an open
architecture for the management of the learning objects repository
from now forth LOR@, which provides a set of specifications devel-
oped through a Unified Modelling Language (UML). It uses the models
stated by many outstanding projects as a reference and offers program-
mers and developers some flexible alternatives to organize and manage
a distributed learning objects repository. This paper explains the data
model used and provides a detailed description of the layers and ele-
ments of its architecture, as well as the strategies of implementation
and future development of this model.

6.2 Architecture for the management of

Learning Objects Repositories

(LOR@)

LOR@ is an open architecture to develop applications for an opti-
mum use of digitalized materials organized through learning objects
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repositories. It is composed of data structures, models, classes, concep-
tual elements, data bases schemes and reusable components, specified
through the Unified Modelling Language (UML), so that the design
can be easily reused, extended and adaptable to the conditions and
needs of other groups of development.

In our proposal, we have considered some important aspects of the
current technological progress that have great impact in any software
development strategy for e-Learning. These elements are the following:

• Increase and creation of alternatives to access the information
(PDAs, Mobile Pone, Tablets PC, Laptop Notebook).

• The development of Peer-to-Peer (P2P) technology and its com-
bination with the Client-Server architecture makes easier the
combination and communication in the learning processes.

• The Services Oriented Architecture (SOA) is popular due to the
facilities and lower costs that the integration of systems implies.

• An increase in the usage of standards, initiatives and projects
that allow interoperability and distribution of objects and learn-
ing units.

6.2.1 Data distributed Model

The LOR@ architecture uses as a reference the model of the dis-
tributed repository utilized in the “POOL, POND, SPLASH” archi-
tecture [34] and combines it with a Peer-to-Peer topology (P2P) named
NAPSTER, which functions in a centralized and decentralized way at
the same time and adds a node called NAPSTER or super server (fig-
ure 6.1) with which the simple nodes make intermittent connections
in search of the information [55]
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Figure 6.1: Napster model

In our model, an R repository may belong to one or more C col-
lections which allow the grouping of repositories on a same topic or
according to a specific logical grouping. The collection may contain or
not the metadata of its repositories. The collection, at the same time,
may belong to a register collecting center (RCC). It stores information
about the collections and may be used as a gateway to searchers or
meta searchers for more effective search in the learning objects repos-
itory distributed net.

Each repository has a relational database that contains the de-
scription of the objects and the metadata associated to them; as well
as the information of users, collections and other necessary aspects for
managing the repository.

We have considered the fact that in the collections may be infor-
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Figure 6.2: LOR@ Data Distributed Model
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mation about external repositories (NR) created using other architec-
tures, through a learning Management System (LMS) or by indepen-
dent users who may link to the collections through the interchange
services of our architecture.

LOR@ is composed of some logical layers constituted by data
structures, components and services that are related to each other
using SOA principles. It is an architecture oriented towards the dis-
tributed management of data and processes, where the services con-
stitute a logical view of the elements that make up a system and the
interchange produced among them through the messages [71]. It does
not mean that each LOR@ component is a Web Service, but it should
accomplish SOA basic principle of receiving an input message, process
it and emit an output message.

In recent publications [91], Vinoski suggests that web services could
be used to provide a loosely coupled, long-range integration between
several tightly coupled distributed object systems (DOS). This integra-
tion could receive XML documents originating from one DOS, parse
them, then use the resulting fragments as parameters for “local” DOS
invocations.Applying this reasoning not only guarantees the interop-
erability and integration, but also makes possible the creation of bases
to use Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP [108]) and Web Services
Description Language (WSDL [110]) in the application of our design
in a specific case.

6.2.2 LOR@ functional structure

As we explained above, LOR@ is divided into some logical layers that
make possible the model’s maintenance and flexibility.
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Data Layer

It guarantees the persistence of the data and is composed of a rela-
tional database that can be implemented on any Database Manage-
ment System. This layer contains information about the digitalized
materials, the institution and the useful elements for managing the
repository collections. Contains the files that make up the repository
and the metadata, which are not associated to any standard in par-
ticular. A detailed study of the most used standards was conducted
and a general schema was designed, so that users can classify the ob-
jects and include as much information as possible. Either the user or
collection can receive the metadata in the desired standard according
to the specific need.

We have considered two kinds of files; the compound and the struc-
tured ones; the first are winzipped packages that correspond to a spe-
cific standard and the second are units of learning (UoL) generated
from IMS-CP specifications [39], IMSSS [42] and IMS-LD [43]. An
information service that analyzes and extracts the necessary informa-
tion from the files was developed. The database and metadata schemas
class diagrams have also been designed.

Connectivity Database Layer

It has the necessary drivers to access the database using different data
base managers (DBMss) according to the application and program-
ming environment used. We consider it as an optional or extra layer
that is not part of our design, as most of the time these drivers are
available for the different database managers; nevertheless, it is nec-
essary to take it into account when using the model.
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Database Access Layer

This layer characterizes the elements of the data layer so that the
services and components of the higher layers use these properties to
access the repository database, guaranteeing the independence among
the layers.

It is divided into two groups:

• Database elements: They contain the properties and relations of
the database in such a way that the services and components can
consult these structures and then access the database through
the connectivity layer.

• Learning Objects Elements: They contain the properties of the
elements that make up the metadata structures of the data layer.
These properties are used by the services and components that
manage the different standards, as well as the Learning Objects
presentation and storing.

The class diagrams that make up this layer have been designed for
obtaining XML structures to develop a practical application.

Business Logical layer

It contains class diagrams, use cases, activity diagrams and sequences
of components and services that support the application layer to val-
idate the data, the management and conversion of the different stan-
dards’ structures, etc.

Application layer

It contains services and components that assure the programming of
the presentation layer. We have subdivided it into four packages that
contain the specifications of each service of this layer.
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DRI package: In this package we have grouped the services that
are based on DRI recommendations to achieve interoperability with
other repositories, even when they may not be designed using the data
model of our architecture.

The DRI services that this package contains are the following:

LOR@ DRI

Search Search
Notification Alert
Interchange Gather/Expose
Upload/Download Submit/Store

The search service functions through the metadata, files or intelli-
gent search based on the information available in the repositories. The
search can be done at the level of repositories, collections or groups
of collections (RCC). In the class diagram that represents the meta-
data in the data layer we have included a controlled vocabulary for
cataloguing the units of learning (UoL). It has been developed by the
project Repository to Reality (R2R) [101], so that in the process of
recuperating information, users can find with more precision, content
structures that have been successfully used in specific teaching situa-
tions. It adds the searcher a higher level of intelligence.

The notification service coincides with the ALERT of the DRI and
is designed to inform both users and collections of the changes that
take place in the learning object.

The interchange service allows the link with the repositories de-
signed using our data model as well as with others created using other
models. For its design, we have considered the Open Archive Initiative
Protocol for Metadata Harvesting (OAI–PMH) recommendations [75].

The authentication and Security package offers the necessary tools
to control the users that use the repositories and collections.

The auxiliary services package contains elements of support or of
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general use directly used from the presentation layer or by other ser-
vices of this layer.

Presentation Layer

It is composed of tools and applications for the final user. This layer
uses the services of the application layer. These applications can be
portals, tools to design learning structures or systems and LMS that
need to interchange and obtain information from repositories of learn-
ing units.

As seen in the figure 6.3, the interchange among the layers of our
architecture is through the messages which class diagrams have been
elaborated so that the implemented services consider the interaction
among the layers.

6.3 Implementation Strategy

The LOR@ architecture is in constant development through a project
called LOR@Virtua leaded by the Department of Languages and Sys-
tems of Alicante University in Spain. Its aims at:

1. To create a portal to publish, under license for free use, these
specifications so that other groups of development can use them
and enrich them as well.

2. To use the tools that allow controlling the distributed develop-
ment of the versions generated.

3. To develop the phase of programming the elements that make
up each layer to use them in the required projects.

At present, there is an ongoing project called LOR@CA.cu, spon-
sored by the School of Agronomy of La Habana Agrarian University
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Figure 6.3: Functional structure of LOR@ architecture
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that uses our design for creating a net of repositories of learning ob-
jects about agricultural sciences and which will be of great help in the
career’s computerization process.

6.4 Conclusions and Recommendations

Using LOR@ offers the possibility to universities and other institu-
tions to organize learning objects nets. When organizing data us-
ing this model, programmers, developers and users can achieve more
productivity and may have a distributed database with a number of
services for the management of knowledge and learning.

The complete architecture or some of its services can be used to
achieve the interchange of information with repositories already cre-
ated using other design principles.

LOR@ has used as a reference the principal projects and initiatives
that are generating technologies to create learning objects repositories,
it has incorporated some facilities explained above thus obtaining a
flexible model, easy to maintain, services oriented, compatible with
DRI and with different standards, so that it may be used and enriched
by other producers.
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Abstract

There is a tendency towards developing initiatives and projects to
promote the development of open contents to attain reusability of
educative resources integrating technological, pedagogical and legal
components as a basis. Despite projects have developed to support
this new method of approaching contents, specifications and designs
that can be the basis for its implementation and practical use are
not enough. This article proposes an informatic model for managing
open contents which specifications can be the basis for developing
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applications oriented at this aim. An application called cms4rockl

is presented. It is based on the proposed model and it is a simple and
practical content manager for professors and institutions that deal
with open contents.

Keywords : Open Content, CMS, e-learning, Learning Objects,
OpenCourseWare.

7.1 Introduction

The current tendency for content management is very well defined. It
integrates data, information and knowledge, all recorded in the socio-
institutional context of society; to share them through tools, software
systems, services, methods and other resources that may allow their
availability and use from different parts at the same time, from a
fast and reliable connectivity infrastructure. All these, to do as the
Homo Sapiens used to do when hunting the mammon, coordinating
the actions of the community efficiently and effectively to reach goals
to be shared by all [3].

In the last few years, institutions have considered the need to use
informatic tools to organize and manage efficiently the contents gen-
erated internally, as well as those that are in the web. These tools are
called Content Management Systems (CMS).

Sharing educative contents is as old as the internet. The appear-
ance of the World Wide Web made it simpler and there are uncount-
able web pages of professors who offer their resources freely. In the
last few years there have developed Learning Management Systems
that combine the contents with other facilities necessary to make a
virtual teaching process. As a result, collections of educative mate-
rials have been created to increase the quality of teaching processes
that use informatic technologies.

With the development of standards such as IMS, Learning Ob-
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jects Repositories (LOR) have emerged. They contain the educative
materials and the metadata that describe them according to a stan-
dard. Besides, many institutions have developed initiatives to attain
reusability from a legal and pedagogical viewpoint, so that contents
may be reused. As a result, a new quality in the contents has ap-
peared. It is known as Open content or Open Educational Resources
(OpenER).

Open Educational Resources are materials, documents and espe-
cially learning resources that are free and can be reused by the educa-
tive community. They are those resources that may be used by anyone
who may want to use them. They are copyright as the “closed” con-
tents. What makes them different is their economical utilization [84].

The OpenCourseware project, developed by the MIT [62], has
opened a number of conceptual, pedagogical and technological possi-
bilities as it has systematized the content production to be published
in the web, trying to find a solution for some difficulties related to
technological formats and copyright, which any academic production
may have.

There are other projects that have developed more integrated ap-
plications as is case of Educommons [27] that is trying to be an au-
thentic LMS. It manages contents in an open way and includes the
necessary communication tools between professors and students to re-
alize this function.

It is evident that the philosophy of open contents that we have
referenced is the real solution to make a rational use of the contents
existing in the network, as the access is easier and the processes of se-
lection, control and utilization of the existing resources are simplified.

Despite the results obtained in contents management, there are
still some technological barriers that hinder the open treatment of
those existing contents as described above and therefore, not allowing
a generalization of such experiences in accordance with the demands
of the new university.
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There are lots of management systems, as we have stated, each
in accordance with the interests and philosophy of independent in-
stitutions or people. When analyzing them separately they function
correctly, but as each has a different data design, it provokes diffi-
culties to manage contents in a distributed way and incapability to
communicate with other management systems or repositories which
contents are useful. They do not offer any alternatives for manag-
ing the great diversity of standards and initiatives as for cataloguing,
packaging, distributing contents and designing complex learning units
to adapt them to the different pedagogical situations of the present
time.

It is necessary that content managers increase the facilities so that
users may manage easily and clearly the legal elements of the resources
that they use and publish. CMS, including the most modern ones are
oriented towards helping users to find contents traditionally using clas-
sical searching methods. Nevertheless, it is required a more profound
management level that offers professors tools to select contents in ac-
cordance with quality and in relation with other contents.

Taking into account the aspects stated above, we have designed
an informatic model for managing open contents as a basis to design
applications aimed at it. This model takes into account the general
characteristics of a CMS but it has the elements and resources neces-
sary to manage contents in an open way. It is based on a distributed
data model and has a set of elements and services that guarantee the
design, management and reusability of contents in different pedagog-
ical contexts and in a legal manner. The model provides alternatives
for connecting with other CMS and LMS.

Session 2 describes the elements and services that make up the
model and session 3 describes an application called cms4rockl that
has been created using the proposed model as a basis.
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7.2 An Informatic Model for Open

Contents Management

The model created is based on the most well known CMS but it has
some characteristics that make it different:

• it offers more orientation towards managing open contents.

• It is based on a data and distributed services model which pro-
vides more efficiency when managing and reusing contents.

• It offers secure and efficient alternatives to reuse contents orga-
nized in different data sources, including files organized in the
computer of a professor and those organized in complex CMS
and digital libraries.

• It has its own metadata model that we have called VirtuaMeta-
data (VMD) that groups the existing models. It is flexible
enough as to incorporate those elements that emerge from new
initiatives and standards or from the specific needs of research
groups or educative institutions.

• It permits to characterize learning objects from the viewpoint of
content and usefulness, from the simplest as an image or a file,
up to complex learning structures created through IMS LD and
other similar initiatives.

• It takes into account not only educative resources, but also their
interrelation with learning processes, pedagogical models and the
management of those who get involved in these processes.

For a better understanding, we have divided the model in three layers
that allow us to offer a logical view of the system proposed (figure 7.1).
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Figure 7.1: View of implementation in UML
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Source Layer

It contains a set of services that allow both the incorporation of iso-
lated contents or those of recent creation and the usage of the existing
ones in other CMS and digital libraries.

The main component of this layer is the Publication Manager (fig-
ure 7.2) which analyzes, catalogues and puts into the data base of a
specific repository the contents and/or metadata coming from differ-
ent data sources like independent files, images, videos or those that
come from more complex storing means.

The Analyzer Service allows extracting from files, the character-
istics and useful properties in the process of cataloguing we will see
later; so that users do not have to introduce them manually. Besides,
it identifies those files that have been packaged through well known
standards or initiatives as IMS, for using the previous classification as
well as the information present in learning structures modelled through
initiatives as IMSLD which can be useful later on.

XML Service is oriented towards processing those documents which
format is XML and that are obtained through templates designed
previously or through applications as OpenOffice that can generate
files compatible with OpenDocument standard [78].

Images and videos have a special treatment in our model, because
if we consider them as a simple file we could lose some important
information that is in some parts of the image or in the intervals of time
in the streaming of video. We are considering a special classification
for these resources taking into account the relationship among these
zones or intervals with other learning resources.

The reutilization of contents classified and organized using other
environments is very important in a management system for educative
contents, as one can take advantage of other elaborated resources in
designing and creating a new content.

Libraries and repositories have incorporated protocols and other al-
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Figure 7.2: View of Publication Manager implementation in UML
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ternatives for the collection, interchange and syndication of contents.
Making good use of the facilities that these techniques offer, this pro-
cess establishes communication with other systems that have a stable
functioning and can provide us with contents. We have conceived the
use of OAI-PMH [75], RSS [88] and Open Search [77].

The processes we have explained are the basis for cataloguing, that
is the process through which the classification of resources that enter
the data base finishes. It is obtained a file with a format called Vir-
tuaMetadata (VMD) that constitutes the model of metadata we use
in our system. Cataloguing can be automatic in those cases where
there is a previous classification and only the conversion to VMD is
required; or it can be manual in those cases where it is necessary to
complete it.

The resource is introduced in the data base together with its Meta-
data in VMD format through a process that we have called Upload
Service that also updates the tables in the corresponding repository.

Service Layer

It contains a set of processes that guarantee the interface with the
data layer and the presentation layer. Within these services there is
one for managing persistence that guarantees the connexion with the
relational data base that has a repository, in such a way that there
is independence in any service that needs to have access to the data
base with its structure. Section three is about a solution we have put
into practice for this kind of services.

Data Layer

Our system uses as a reference a data distributed model that combines
with a Peer-to-Peer topology (P2P) called NAPSTER. It has a central-
ized and decentralized functioning at the same time and incorporates
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a node called NAPSTER or super server where the simple nodes make
intermittent connections searching the required information [34].

An R repository may belong to one or some C collections that
allow to group repositories of the same theme or according to a specific
logical grouping. The collection may or may not have the metadata of
the repositories that belong to it. At the same time, the collection may
belong to a central register of collections (RCC). It has information
about the collections and can be used as Gateways to searchers or
meta searchers in order to get a more effective search in the distributed
network of learning objects repositories.

Each repository has a relational data base that has the description
of its resources and the metadata associated, as well as some informa-
tion about users, collections and other necessary aspects for managing
the repository.

Apart from the data base, the repository has resources that, as we
just stated, may or may not be physically present in our repositories.
They can be as simple as a text file or a PDF, or as complex as zipped
files or packages compatible with different standards oriented towards
packaging contents.

As it can be seen in figure7.1, we have included as part of the
information of repositories, the data that permits to characterize the
learning processes and their protagonists such as curricular structures,
information of subjects, syllabuses, competence, users and professors,
etc. The structure and nomenclature of these elements depend on the
country or organization and play an important role in the processes
of content management, as when combining it with the semantic in-
formation of the repositories it allows us to increase the usefulness of
a resource in a specific context. These data can be filed up through
a relational data base or through XML structures and some software
pieces that permit an independent access to the structure. It could
be a good practice to use the standards and initiatives to classify and
model educative processes as RDCEO of IMS [45] for competence man-
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Figure 7.3: Data model
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agement, or Learner Information Package (LIP) [44],for information
management about students.

To file up the metadata, it has been defined a model called Virtu-
aMetadata (VMD) that groups different existing standards and it is
flexible at changes and to the needs of research groups or institutions.
To convert from and to our metadata model, it can be used converters
that transform from one structure to another.

Presentation Layer

This layer is the interface to other CMS, LMS, applications or users.
It includes the classical processes that a CMS has, which will not be
detailed now. We will describe the three processes we consider most
important, the one to control quality, the design and the search ones.

The process to control the quality of a resource is essential to ac-
complish its real reusability as it offers the necessary information con-
cerning its authentic potentiality; that is, its capacity to achieve its
objective. We have to take into account what pedagogical value of a
resource depends on its usage or on its external context, as stated by
David Wiley [105] more than on its composition or structure (internal
context). Obviously, the evaluation made by others might help us to
determine its quality. Our model takes into consideration the previous
elements and proposes some indicators that define the quality of an
educative resource. These indicators are based on the elements that
make up the data base and the relationship between them.

We are only studying some indicators as the frequency of usage of
a resource, number of times it is solicited in a specific period of time
and other more complex indexes, as the use of the resource to solve
competence, objectives and other elements of the learning process and
the protagonists that appear in a repository data base. These indica-
tors, in combination with popularity related elements similar to those
used by social networks based on 2.0 web, offer more precision in the
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quality of resources.
The design process is oriented towards the creation of content

structures that adapt to the characteristics of learning scenarios for
which the resources and data registered in the repositories can be the
basis. As seen in figure 7.1, this process uses the quality and man-
agement control components to select the most adequate resources to
a specific design through the alternatives of standards related to con-
tent packaging. The new resources obtained are put into the data
base through the Publication Manager. We have designed some appli-
cations like cms4rockl, that will be dealt with in the next epigraph
which uses IMS Content Packaging to create new learning structures.
Nevertheless, other alternatives like Exelearning [96] can be studied.
They have GNU license and introducing some changes they could reuse
the components of our model to manage contents form these applica-
tions, so that the design capacity of this model and those to manage
resources of our model can be combined. Similar experiences in some
LMS as Moodle [66] can be used. It offers many possibilities for the
interaction with other systems as the one we are proposing.

Management services are composed of classical processes of a CMS
to guarantee the interface with the user and applications such as:
searching, notifying, controlling users, visualizing, etc. This paper
makes emphasis on the copyright control service and the search one
that are the most remarkable in our model.

The copyright control service facilitates users the search for licences
of both resources as such and of materials that complement them
in sets of contents where more than one resource is used. In this
way, users or applications may have a list of authors and institutions
where the material was produced. This service starts when filing each
licence in the metadata. In most metadata models, it is possible to
include licences like CreativeCommons [17] that are well known in the
intellectual production context.

Searching is one of the main resources in content management. We
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use the general principles that modern searchers have, but we adapt
them to the structure of our distributed data model and also to the
requirements of open contents management, where it is necessary the
combination of elements related with the content, semantics, pedagog-
ical usefulness and the resource copyright. Both contents and meta-
data are indexed. The searching engine has a distributed functioning
through the nodes that make up a collection of repositories, as already
explained; and the parameters necessary for the search as range, words
or phrases and their relationships reach the searcher through an input
message formatted in XML.(figure 7.4)

We are looking for alternatives that permit to model complex re-
lations that exist among the elements that make up the data base
to get a higher level of intelligence in the search. In this sense, the
system proposes the user the most adequate educative resources or
combinations to solve a specific learning situation.

7.3 Results

As we have advanced in designing the model, we have noticed the
need to create a tool that based on the specifications stated, it might
allow professors to manage, in a simple way, the learning resources
distributed all through the web so that they might create more com-
plex and useful resources. These aspects were the basis to create
cms4rockl, a simple contents manager oriented towards managing
open contents for learning and knowledge. Then, it was needed to
implement data structures and processes necessary to put the model
into practice. CMS4ROCKL is a web application structured in three
layers that we detail below (see also figure 7.5)

• Data layer: It is formed by a network of learning objects repos-
itories that we call LOR@ type repository. Its persistence has
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Figure 7.4: View of Search Implementation in UML
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Figure 7.5: View cms4rockl Implementation.
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the structure explained in item 2. Such persistence can be acces-
sible through a web service we have called LORAServer which
permits to make the operations necessary to manage the reposi-
tory data. The access to the relational data base of each repos-
itory is based on Hibernate [54] a powerful library with GNU
license that allows us the access to the relational data base of
each repository despite the relational data base manager used.
In this way, a LOR@ repository can use any available manager
without making any changes in LORAServer.

LORAServer is a web service implemented on Axis [94], so it
can be reused by any application that requires the access to a
LOR@ repository. It offers services to manage resources, files,
users and other services to use OAI-PMH through the library
OAI-CAT [74] as well as services to manage the syndication of
contents through RSS and other standards. It allows the inter-
change of metadata with other repositories or libraries we have
called no-LOR@ (figure 7.4).

• In the application layer we have implemented the services of cat-
aloguing, Lora collection and that for searching that we explain
below.

The catalogue service allows users to classify a simple or com-
plex model according to the VMD metadata model that as we
have said, groups different standards. The capture screen is gen-
erated through an XML structure that has the fields to capture
and other specifications necessary for the processes of validation,
managing of vocabulary and the language of screen. This XML
structure can be edited and adapted to the requirements of each
institution in combination with some converters we have created
to obtain metadata in a specific standard.

The LORACollection service provides a set of facilities to man-
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age groups of LOR@ repositories that have access through our
cms4rockl application. This service is used by LORASearch
for distributed search in parallel with the repositories that make
up a collection, which presents the results formatted according to
the OpenSearch standard [77]. Through a file called OpenSearch
description it obtains the parameters necessary to search in the
repositories. The results are returned in atom 1.0 format [47]
extended with Open Search.

The indexation service functions with the native format of the
SOLR project [93]. It is a web application developed as a sub-
project of Apache-Lucene [95] which gives possibilities for the
creation and search in Lucene indexes. This application has been
configured and adapted to our structures of data and services.

• The presentation layer is a web application (figure 7.6) that has
been constructed using GWT technology [2] which permits to
browse through repositories of a collection, to control users and
manipulate the repositories existing in each repository. This ap-
plication allows teachers to move their resources to virtual work
shelves that, as a remote desk; it allows them to organize their
resources through different templates. As a didactic pattern,
it guides the organization of contents, which can be described
through the catalogue services.

A professor can choose for his resource the most adequate Creative
Commons license [17] so that it may remain available for other users.
At the same time, he can create more complex elaborations from the
resources filed in the collections of repositories.

This application is used by different professors to manage repos-
itories based on our model. Conditions are being created to form a
network of repositories to evaluate rigorously the model proposed.
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Figure 7.6: Application cms4rockl

7.4 Conclusions and Recommendations

The model we have presented is the basis for developing informatic
tools to manage open contents, as it offers alternatives for reusing ed-
ucative resources. It constitutes the main difference with commercial
CMS, which are unable to integrate technology and pedagogy in a
legal framework according to the requirements of modern Education.

We have taken into account the elements and structures that con-
form the pedagogical processes and we combine them with educative
resources and their metadata, to achieve a higher level of efficiency and
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precision in the management of contents for learning and knowledge.
As a result, it has been obtained a library of services and appli-

cations that allows implementing the model in a practical and open
way. It can be done by reusing Open Source projects as Lucene, using
architectures for programming like SOA and initiatives and standards
like Open Search. They are efficient and offer possibilities for reusing
these applications through which we have developed cms4rockl ap-
plication, still in development. It will help us to prove the efficiency
of our model.

It is necessary to continue developing some services stated in the
model, such as that to control quality and design, to improve the
model documentation and the informatic applications, so as to increase
the number of applications that use this alternative to manage open
contents.
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Abstract

Learning objects with high level of aggregation are very useful as a
showcase of the possibilities of the different elements that composes
them. The reusability of the whole high level learning object lays on
the standard packaging technology is being used. But frequently, the
teacher is only interested in a selection of the components or wishes
to replace some elements by other ones.

In this article, we present a proposal to deconstruct learning ob-
jects with high level of aggregation precedent from OpenCourseWare
web sites and reuse selected components in different ways. Also, we
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present an implementation of this proposal as an example for the case
of the OpenCourseWare educational resources.

8.1 Introduction

8.1.1 Reusability of complex learning objects

The reusability of an educational resource is a keystone when it comes
to creating or handling learning objects (LO) or building repositories
for them.

Learning objects technology, considered as the use of educational
standards (e.g. IMS or SCORM) applied to a complex educational
resource like a whole course (with a higher level of aggregation) is
very useful to solve the problem of storing, backing up, or distributing
this kind of educational resources aimed to accomplish a high-level
pedagogic objective.

In addition to solve the technical problem of packaging the educa-
tional resource to be used on different learning platforms, the metadata
from standards like LOM [35], IMS [37] or SCORM [1] and heir rela-
tives, stores information about Intellectual Property (IP) so the final
user can be informed about the IP observance and act accordingly.

However, learning objects with a high level of aggregation lack of
flexibility to be adapted or modified to new educational situations [20].
Almost every time, those complex LO are made from raw educational
resources (like text, files, pictures. . . etc) and the only one well formed
learning object is the whole thing. In order to reuse a selection of
the resources that composes the complex LO only manual procedures
can be implemented and in the process, the benefits of using the LO
technology are lost [105].
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8.1.2 OpenCourseWare as a source of complex
learning objects

The OpenCourseWare (OCW) project is one of the best known cases
of Open Content in the world of education.

OpenCourseWare does not aim to be a learning platform, but,
actually, students do learn using OCW. Probably in the same way a
student can learn using a library. This fact leads us directly to analyze
the potential value of OCW as an educational tool.

But in order to get the maximum educational value of a specific re-
source, it has to be extracted from the framework of the whole course
it belongs to; modified, localized and adapted to a concrete situation.
However, the syndication possibilities of the current OCW CMS soft-
ware providing IMS or similar standards, only solves the reusability of
the whole course, not the reusability of the specific resources inside it.
This task is far from to being an automatic or even semi- automatic
procedure.

8.1.3 OCWInMotion for deconstructing complex
learning objects

We have developed layer model to process different sources of complex
learning objects, to allow to select the specific resources from inside
and to create small structures with the selected resources.

Also, we have built an implementation (OCWInMotion) of this
architecture for the case of OCW courses (IMS from MIT and RSS
from Educommons) that allows to select specific resources from inside
a whole course and to create a set of wikipages with the selection (one
for each one of the resources selected) with a set of educational tools to
enrich the resources with educational activity.It consists of a plug-in
for a Wiki management system called DokuWiki.
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Figure 8.1: MVC pattern

DokuWiki [31] software is a well-know software to handle small
knowledge databases in Wiki format. It is comparable in functional-
ity with MediaWiki [16] but the implementation is simpler and the
technical requirements are simpler too.

8.2 Implementing OER’s from OCW

8.2.1 General vision

The main purpose of this development is building a tool that allows
both teachers and students to reuse the OCW courses. This design
will be able to read the OCW RSS and the OCW SCORM packages
and will transform them into wikipages. The software design is based
on the Model View Controller (MVC) pattern. The MVC pattern
consists of separating the data from the user interface and the logic
control into three different components [29].

8.2.2 Model layer

This layer contains all about data management. In the following dia-
gram we can see its structure. For the model layer we have used the
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Abstract Factory pattern CourseFactory: This class is concordant with
Factory class shown in the previous figure 8.1 and is the base class.
This class have an abstract method in order to generate a course from
the input data.

• CourseFactoryN: This class is concordant with FactoryTypeN
class shown in the previous figure 8.2. Every FactoryTypeN will
be able to generate an object of the ProductTypeN.

• Course: It will contain all the data that are common to different
types of courses, for example course name, course description,
course link and have the methods which will be common to every
course.

• CourseN: There will be a class per type of course that we will
support. All of these classes will inherit from the Course class
and also, it will be able to analyze the source metadata and
extract relevant information for specific items.

• Item: This will be the abstract base class from which the rest
of the items will inherit. It will contain the data which all the
different types of items will have in common such as name, link,
type, relevant information, etc.

• ItemN: This class will inherit from abstract Item and there will
be one for every course.

This separation into different classes will allow us to process differ-
ent types of course sources (e.g. SCORM packages from OCW MIT
courses or RSS feeds from EDUCOMMONS powered OCW websites).
This structure will also allow us to enlarge the number of supported
course formats without making any change to the software structure.
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Figure 8.2: Class diagram
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8.2.3 Controller

This layer contains every thing concerning handling the extract, stor-
age, and deleting information about courses. It also entrusts the users
with the management of every course. This layer is formed by :

• CourseController: This class is able to import a course, generate
a course or obtain a course.

• UserController: This layer entrusts the users with the manage-
ment. It is able to assign and cancel the user’s certain permis-
sions like reading, writing, creating, deleting, etc.

• DeleteController: This class is able to delete completely a course
which was created by the Course Controller class.

8.2.4 View

This layer contains all the classes about the view.

• EntryPointView will be the class which will initially generate
the view with the three possible options: import a course, to
manage the users or to delete an imported course.

• ImportView will generate the import GUI of courses.

• ManagerCourseView will request the Controller layer to do the
necessary operations for importing a course and manage the re-
sults of the importation.

• CourseView will be the class which will generate the course’s
view.

• The class ErrorView will show the possible errors that the other
layers throw.
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8.2.5 Interaction among layers

In order to understand how layers interact with each other, let’s see
an example of sequence of one of the three possible executions that
corresponds to the import course action.

Firstly the user interacts with the interface and the EntryPoint
class will generate the main view. Secondly the users choose to import
a course so the ManagerCourseView class will generate the importer
view. Thirdly the user selects what he or she wants to import and
clicks the import button. The ImportView (which pertains to the view
layer) calls the CourseController class in order to do the importation.
This class will call to the CourseFactory which will generate a course
by calling the Course.

The Model layer never communicates with the View and the View
never communicates with the Model. They communicate with each
other through the controller layer.

8.3 Results

To build the Dokuwiki plug-in, PHP has been used, which is, in its
latest version, an object oriented language and permits us to imple-
ment the model easily. For this implementation it has been decided
to support only two main kinds of courses: SCORM package of MIT
and RSSs OCW feeds of University of Alicante and University of Utah
State. (EDUCOMMONS powered). This plug-in is open to new kinds
of courses since its design is scalable.

8.4 Conclusions

As we have proved, it is possible to deconstruct complex learning ob-
jects in a semi-automatic way and to make it possible to adapt the
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components and to build new educational structures with them.
The proposed layer architecture allows to consider the problem of

deconstructing complex learning objects as a modular task.
The OCW IN MOTION project was presented on September 2007

in the OpenEd Conference hosted by the COSL of the Utah State
University. It has been used in an experimental way for a research
about teaching in secondary education introducing high educational
materials from MIT in a High School on Miami (FL) and it is currently
used as a way to complement teaching materials for some courses in
the University of Alicante.
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Abstract

In this article we have studied the different types of current educational
materials searchers to try and discover their deficiencies and then try
to solve them. With this aim we suggest a distributed search model
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for learning objects according to their metadata. We will also present
an implementation of such model in Lor@ architecture.

Keywords : Distributed Search, e-learning, Learning Objects, free
Software, Open content

9.1 Introduction

In order to reach the goal of creating new educational practices, we
need to create a technological environment in which professors and
other teaching staff share objects that have been useful for them in a
specific learning context. Therefore educational repositories must aim
at making this task easier

An LO, “learning object”, is a digital resource that can be reused
to facilitate learning, according to D. Wiley’s definition [103]. LOs
are stored in so-called Learning Objects Repositories. They allow
institutions to exchange materials and reuse objects. Although many
current learning objects repositories are organized by themes, it is
fairly tedious to search objects this way. Searches are not usually
very precise and relevant information is difficult to find, as the objects
have enough description data but searchers don’t use this information.
When professors want to find didactic material for their lectures, they
spend too long searching these repositories and may not find it. That
is why we need to develop new search tools which make this task easier.

Nowadays there are hundreds of repositories containing thousands
of learning objects. Most of them find the objects by searching the
indexation of contents in the objects, which means a great deal of
information, but not precise enough. Moreover, most repositories can
only search in their own repositories because most of them are not
interconnected, use different platforms, different ways of connection,
and this reduces the set of objects that can be found.

An example of LMS (Learning Management System) is the well-
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known Moodle project [66], which can only find courses within its own
repository and only using the course titles and descriptions. Another
example is CLE (Collaborative Learning Environment) SAKAI [89],
whose searcher uses an index with some sub-indexes: content (a sum-
mary of the content), context (a key word of the context the course
comes from), tool (the name of the tool the material has been created
with), title (the title of the search document), reference (a key word
stored index of the Sakai Entity Reference). However Sakai only uses
two of them to do the basic searching: content and context. When you
are searching in Sakai, this uses all the objects stored in the server, so
we can get objects belonging to other users.

Nowadays there are other searchers oriented to e-learning besides
those integrated in LMSs, CLEs and other applications dedicated to
the management of didactic resources. The top four are Google Scholar
—in Google—, Live Search Academic —in Microsoft—, Scirius —in
Elsevier—, and OCW Finder [15].

We will now explain the methodology these searchers use :

• Scirus [23]: it only uses pre-determined sites and has got a list of
seeds from which it gets the content. The list of seeds is created
in the following way:

– By using an automatic URL’s extraction tool which is able
to identify new seeds of sites about science (for example,
URL’s with the extension .edu).

– Periodically Elsevier is asked to provide a list of sites about
certain themes.

– Members of the Scirus Scientific Library and Technical Ad-
visory Boards provide updated seeds.

– Suggestions from Scirus users and keepers. URL’s that can
be easily identified, such as www.newscientist.com, are
usually added.
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– Scirus verifies manually that all the seeds it uses to search
refer to webs storing scientific content. Thus they are one
hundred per cent sure that all the responses are in the field
of science.

– The searcher examines all the seeds and indexes them. By
using then an algorithm based on neuronal nets it classifies
the information in about twenty subjects before creating
the index. It also allows the searcher itself to modify the
user’s search request in order to get better results.

– The algorithm it uses to organize the data obtained takes
into account two variables: the frequency the term appears
in the document, and the existing links to that document.

– Besides all this, it can present the results in different ways,
grouped by domain or showing the most relevant part of
the document.

• Google Scholar: This searcher indexes the materials of many
libraries and publishers. It indexes the content of the objects
and analyzes and gets interesting data, such as the title, the
author, the date or where it was published. It also has a web
index of the times the material is mentioned, providing some
help to distinguish the quality of the object [69].

• Live Search Academic: This searcher gets data directly from
academic publications and libraries. It indexes scientific articles,
books, conference proceedings and theses on computer science,
physics, electrical engineering and biomedicine.

• OCW Finder: OCW Finder [62] currently shows results from
several collections: MIT OCW, Utah State University, Johns
Hopkins School of Public Health OCW, Tufts University OCW,
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Foothill De-Anza SOFIA, y Carnegie Mellon Open Learning Ini-
tiative. OCW Finder is based on del.icio.us direc.tor, published
under GPL and blended by David Wiley from Center for Open
and Sustainable Learning. The search is done from the indexa-
tion of feeds belonging to the federate repositories [88]. Of each
feed, it only indexes the links and following fields DublinCore:
title, description and subjects. To do the search, it only uses
two of these fields: title and subjects.

We can see that in these searchers the search is based on a cen-
tralized index created from several distributed sources, but we
can’t consider it a distributed search as it is based on a central-
ized index after all. Our work suggests a de-centralized search
where each repository has its own index which it uses to search
in real time.

There is also a third type of searcher; the searchers integrated
in learning objects repositories. Among the numerous learning
objects repositories which have a searcher we can find the fol-
lowing:

• Careo: [12]The Campus Alberta Repository of Educational Ob-
jects owns a searcher based on resource metadata search. These
metadata are a subset of the specification IMS-MD [37]. It has
two search options, basic and advanced. The former is only
based on the title, the description and the keywords, whereas
the latter can search through other metadata. Although this
repository makes a good use of metadata, it is limited to a cen-
tralized search over some metadata that don’t follow the existing
specifications.

• Merlot [97]: It is a didactic material repository developed by
the California State University Center for Distributed Learning.
It does not contain the material itself but stores its description
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metadata -. When we upload a didactic material on this repos-
itory, we assign an URL of where it is and then the system
requires certain data about the material. They are divided in
four steps, description (a description of the material is asked),
category (you are ask to select a category among a group of
seven, arts, business, etc). Here we have to select the language
of the document, author (information about the author of the
material is asked here) and finally additional information (some
technical data about the material).

Merlot does not index the resource content but its metadata.
Merlot allows the user to search in his own repository in all the
fields mentioned above and also search in other repositories.

Besides this searcher Merlot has another one called Federated
Search. It searches in resource collections. They are sets of ma-
terial that belong to the same subject, created by users. Nowa-
days the largest collection is of physics.

In table 9.1 we can see a summary of the features of the different
kinds of searchers.

The model suggested here will be limited to search educational
content, especially learning objects. They could be a picture, a video,
music, etc., so the searcher will not only use the content of the object
but also its metadata to create the search indexes. Searching taking
into account the metadata has some advantages and disadvantages.
One of the disadvantages is that we depend on the quality of the
object tagging. We will see how to solve it with a quality control
component. On the other hand, using metadata to search learning
objects helps to be more exact and we can find different types of file,
like a picture, that wouldn’t be found otherwise.

The main problems that arise when we try to create a tool to search
learning objects are:
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Searcher’s type
Learning
Metadata
Specification(1)

Distributed(2)
Direct
Search(3)

Integrated
into LMS,
CLE, etc.

Moodle NO NO YES

Sakai NO NO YES

Generic Scirus NO NO NO

Google
Scholar

NO NO NO

Live Search
Academy

NO NO NO

OCW Finder
YES: Dublin-
Core (Embed-
ded in RSS)

NO NO

Integrated
into learn-
ing objects
repositories

Merlot NO NO YES

CAREO YES: CanCore NO YES

(1) Usage of some specification known for the metadata.

(2) It Points at how to search a resource. It will be distributed if the
indexes in which we search are stored in a distributed way.

(3) The search is always done over updated indexes, unlike harvesting,
in which the indexes may not be updated.

Table 9.1: Summary of searchers’ properties
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• Ineffective searches: with most current tools the results do not
match the user’s needs, due to the lack of descriptive data.

• Specific applications: there are many applications that allow to
search but only in certain types of learning objects repositories.

• Poor integration and interconnection of the applications: the
lack of a layer structure makes it difficult to integrate a search
component into an application and the lack of a specific layer to
connect different applications when searching an object makes
the interconnection between different applications, and therefore
a distributed search, impossible.

These difficulties are met when trying to implement an application
that allows to search efficiently in several learning objects repositories.
We could prevent this by using the model we are about to present,
which allows to develop services of distributed search in repositories
oriented to educational resources.

Our solution consists of a model that has a layer-structured open
structure, which will allow to do distributed searches over several
learning objects repositories efficiently. This model is explained and
developed below.

9.2 Model

This article presents a model that allows to solve the problem of search-
ing in several learning objects repositories.

It is based, among other things, on the use of pre-existing and
widely used standards in order to describe an object more specifically;
it means, to describe a datum from data [104], better known as meta-
data. They show the internal context of a learning object, allowing
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Figure 9.1: Data layer

Figure 9.2: Connectivity components

to do more specific and detailed searches, as we have explained in the
introduction.

Besides the mentioned standards we must use another specification
that helps to design a series of connection components that shows how
to search in each repository, thus avoiding to search only in repositories
with a specific application and achieving a high interconnectivity. We
will see these components in detail when we study their functionality.

Finally we must create a component in order to use these con-
nectivity components and do distributed searches among the set of
repositories that are part of the collection, storing at the same time
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data of the context in which the object is going to be used, that is,
they would be metadata of the use of the object in a specific context,
also called external context, as well as statistical indexes, such as the
number of downloads of the object, the number of references it has,
etc.

Look at the following diagram which presents a design for the
search model.

We suggest a P2P net of nodes, each one containing certain com-
ponents.

As you can see in figures 9.3 and 9.4, the system is structured in
different nodes and components. Let’s study the functionality of each
node and component separately.

• Search Node: this component refers to the different applications
that search within a specific set of objects. Here we suggest a
data layer formed by several components: a data base, some
metadata as internal context of each learning object, and an
index of objects for an efficient search. Each Search Node will
be responsible for updating its indexes.

• Search Component: this component will receive search requests,
it will process them and return the search results. It will use the
data layer of the repository, by making an intensive use of the
metadata indexation in order to obtain the best objects.

• Search Description: it is the component that makes it public
how to search in a repository.

• Quality Assurance: this layer will process the results obtained
from interrogating the repository. It will put the results in order,
so that the best ones are shown first. Here we must decide which
criteria we will adopt when we determine which objects fit the
search criteria of the user. In this article we suggest the use of
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Figure 9.3: Layer model
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Figure 9.4: Nodes
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the external context and some statistics (downloads, references
to other objects, etc) with this aim.

From the feedback provided by the Component Feedback we will
infer the external context of the learning objects, which will be
stored and indexed in order to allow the user a refined search of
educational material.

• Parallel Search Node:

• Discovery and Connectivity Component: this component pro-
vides a communication interface between the different search
nodes and parallel search node. It discovers the search method
used by each search node thanks to the search description com-
ponent and provides a way of connecting to those in order to
send the requests.

• Parallel Request Component: this module does the searches over
all the federated repositories and gets a reply from them, sending
the requests in a parallel way.

• Query manager: This component captures and manages the
user’s search request in order to send the parameters to the Dis-
covery and connectivity component correctly.

• GUI query: graphic interface for the user used to create the
queries.

• Parallel Search Node:

• Discovery and Connectivity Component: this component pro-
vides a communication interface between the different search
nodes and parallel search node. It discovers the search method
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used by each search node thanks to the search description com-
ponent and provides a way of connecting to those in order to
send the requests.

• Parallel Request Component: this module does the searches over
all the federated repositories and gets a reply from them, sending
the requests in a parallel way.

• Query manager: This component captures and manages the
user’s search request in order to send the parameters to the Dis-
covery and connectivity component correctly.

• GUI query: graphic interface for the user used to create the
queries.

9.3 Implementation of the model

In order to solve most of the problems arising from searching in learn-
ing objects repositories, we suggest the use of several components from
LOR@ architecture [49]

Lor@ Repositories have a module called LoraSearch, specially de-
signed for searching in an index based on the learning objects meta-
data; particularly those metadata are in VMD format. This module
uses Open Search [77], which is the implementation of the connec-
tivity components in one model. The search model allows Lor@ to
offer a public search service, which is very easy to use thanks to this
specification.

Once it has the reply to the search request it analyzes it to deter-
mine how good it is, Here is where the external context of the learning
objects comes into play. We will get this context from the previous
use of such object and it will be richer and richer as more and more
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users use the object and feed the system. Lora search is the equivalent
to Search Node in the model explained above.

OpenSearch is a specification developed by A9.com together with
Amazon.com. The ultimate goal of this specification is to allow the
community of users to discover a great number of search engines and
to use them in a quick effective way. In order to do so, it uses dif-
ferent formats. OpenSearch is defined by its own creators as a collec-
tion of simple formats that can be used to share search results [77].
OpenSearch defines the following elements:

• OpenSearch description document: an XML file in which the
search URL’s are described.

• OpenSearch URL template syntax.

• OpenSearch reply elements: OpenSearch return the search re-
sults in an XML document: RSS, ATOM, etc.

This format is perfect for the needs explained above, as it allows to
search not only in Lor@ repositories but also in non-Lor@ repositories
which implement OpenSearch.

Lor@ repositories build an index based on the metadata of the
learning objects (internal context), stored in format XML [111]. For
the indexation task SOLR [93] uses Lucene [95]

Lor@ architecture has a module called LoraCollection which in the
picture is presented as C Node. These nodes are servers that keep
references to learning objects repositories, not necessarily Lor@-type,
and can parallel search in all the referenced repositories.

Sometimes these metadata do not exist and therefore we must turn
to the analysis of the objects content to be able to index it, provided
that it is not in a binary format.

LoraCollection uses the interface OpenSearch offered by Lor@ and
non-Lor@ repositories to send the user’s search request to all the fed-
erated repositories and waits for a reply from each one of them. Once
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Figure 9.5: Node model
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it has received all the replies or after certain time, it combines them
depending on how good they are.

As one can see in the picture, LoraCollection corresponds to the
so-called Parallel Search Node in the model and the Open Search
specification to the connectivity components that are distributed in
LoraSearch and LoraCollection.

As GUI (graphical user interface), we have implemented web client
application for the modules LoraCollection and LoraSearch which is
called Rockl2 [85]. It can search in a single repository if the search
is done in a LoraSearch or in repository collections if it is in LoraCol-
lection.

9.4 Comparative analysis

At this point we are going to study if LoraSearch fulfils with the char-
acteristics studied at point 1. At the next table we can see a summary
of this characteristics:

Learning Metadata Specification Distributed Direct Search
YES YES YES

As we see LoraSearch fulfils all the desired characteristics.

9.5 Conclusions and Future work

After studying some of the most popular searchers we have noticed
that they have some lacks:

• No distributed searches.

• Poor utilization of the metadata.

• Out of date searches.
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Figure 9.6: LOR@ modules
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Figure 9.7: Rockl2
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This model tries to solve this lacks by using a large number of free
specifications like Open Search, VMD, RSS, etc. This is a possible
approach because the majority of the LOR@ architecture is already
implemented.

We still have to implement the quality and feedback components,
as well as define the data structure for storage and indexation, and the
statistical indexes for later use in search. We also intend to build an
ontology that allows to relate both an object’s metadata and its usage
data obtained by the user’s searches so that its semantics optimizes
the search.

This architecture intends to promote usability and re-usability of
open content. With this aim it uses many developments of free soft-
ware and specifications of open protocols (being the architecture itself
a free software tool).

To promote re-using open content, the development team is work-
ing on interconnecting the Lor@ platform with several open e-learning
platforms such as Educommons, Moodle or Sakai. These interconnec-
tions will allow the users of any of these e-learning platforms to grant
access to a bigger quantity of educational resources.

9.6 Recommendations

When it comes to development we strongly recommend not to “rein-
vent the wheel”. Apart from that we recommend to use standards.
The use of standards will make your application more readable and
scalable. And above all we recommend to do a testing plan which
covers all the application.
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Abstract

E-learning increasingly requires technologies that facilitate the produc-
tion of courses suitable for and adaptable to different learning profiles
and environments. This is the reason why high flexibility is required
when developing learning strategies to allow the instructor to relate
the available contents to the rest of available information during the
teaching-learning process. This paper focuses on the application in
the teaching-learning process of technologies oriented to process man-
agement that have been successfully applied in the Business World.
We describe the components and features of the model we call LPM
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(Learning Process Management), which aims at modeling learn-flows
using technology BPM. We show a study case in which a personalized
learning route is developed using such model.

Keywords : learning strategies; learn-flows; BPM; LPM

10.1 Introduction

The complexity of business processes, the urge to increase efficiency,
and faster and better computing applications have led to the devel-
opment of two closely-related technologies: Business Process Manage-
ment (BPM) and Service Oriented Architecture (SOA). BPM helps to
manage Business processes in a systematic, combined and collabora-
tive way. These processes consist of activities requiring information
and actions in order to get certain results. Their management helps
to improve and optimize business workflows, with process leaders con-
stantly checking their dynamics. Technologies that facilitate the intro-
duction and adoption of BPM belong to a new category of computer
systems called Business Process Management System (BPMs). Un-
like traditional computer systems based on data management, these
systems specialize in process management.

BPM Tools have become significantly popular since 2006, when
sales reached 1.25 billion dollars and have kept growing 20% every
year. Gartner, Inc. has recently updated its magic quadrant for BPM
Solutions, which analyzes the 22 best Solutions in the International
market, including SAP, Cordis, Polimyta, Aulaportal, TIBCO, Intalio
and others [63]. For processes managed by a BPM tool to work, they
must integrate with the applications and data of the company. SOA
and Web Services provide the necessary Technologies to do so, using
standard specifications that facilitate their relation with the variety of
existing applications. [92]

The main construct in SOA and BPM are services and processes
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Figure 10.1: BPM and SOA

respectively, though this distinction becomes less relevant as business
processes themselves may be published as services. From a high-level
perspective, SOA manages business services and BPM manages busi-
ness processes. Business processes are made up of business services,
which may include human activities as well as other business pro-
cesses. Business services in turn are made up of lower level services
that may be tied to computing infrastructure and leverage existing
EISs (Enterprise Information Systems). [107]
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As it can be seen in figure 10.1, the service layer can be very com-
plex due to the number of different applications and data bases which
require an organized connection to the business layer. To manage such
complexity and optimize connectivity between client and supplier ser-
vices, unlike the more classical enterprise application integration, we
need an improved infrastructure which provides transformations and
complex combinations between different systems, routing and connec-
tivity in an environment of heterogeneous technologies. Such infras-
tructure is called Enterprise Service Bus (ESB).

ESB is a software architecture construct which provides funda-
mental services for complex architectures via an event-driven and
standards-based messaging-engine (the bus) in order to create the best
existing integration infrastructure. That’s why it is the cornerstone to
provide business processes with data and information.

There are several open source solutions like OpenEsB, Mule, Ser-
viceMix, Celtix, and other business solutions like Bisztlak by Microsoft
as well as those developed by Oracle, IBM and TIBCO. All this facil-
itates the implementation of this type of technology. [4]

As in private business, teaching-learning systems at any level are
formed by complex processes that need to be developed with a system-
atic and integral approach facilitating continuous improvement and
optimization of the connection between their components. Educa-
tional institutions join efforts to allow free, simple, coherent access to
course contents, which concurs on common and interchangeable stan-
dards like SCORM [1], IMS [36] and other specifications and initiatives
covering the range of necessary definitions in learning environments:
course structures, metadata, reusable contents, data exchange and
modelling of learning activities.

Specifications such as IMS Learning Design [43] have been devel-
oped in the Open University of the Netherlands, including features
to model more complex structures [25] in Educational Modelling Lan-
guage (EML).
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On the other hand, there are several authoring tools, content man-
agers, virtual learning environments (VLE), etc. which make it eas-
ier for teachers and experts to use contents, thus developing content
repositories, also called learning objects repositories. In this sense, the
authors of this paper have developed an architecture construct named
LOR@ [49] which has contributed to the creation of a distributed net
of learning objects that can be accessed through a powerful service
infrastructure. However, such content is difficult to integrate with the
rest of systems and active elements coexisting in the teaching-learning
process to model highly-personalized learning scenarios currently de-
manded by society.

Taking as our reference the advances in data integration and op-
timized process management the business world have achieved, we
suggest a model which can be a reference in the application of these
technologies in the teaching-learning process. To this model it has
been denominated Learning Process Management (LPM) for some au-
thors. [61, 83]

10.2 Learning process management

(LPM)

The teaching-learning process, and similarly in business processes, re-
quires a set of strategies covering its activities and actions to optimize
it. These strategies are integrated sequences, to a certain extent long
and complex, of selected and organized actions and procedures, which
covering all the process components, try to reach the proposed objec-
tive [90].

In the last years educational processes have been favored by the
development of an industry of contents more and more standardized.
In this direction, UNESCO suggests using educational (learning) ob-
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jects —it has coined the term “open educational contents”[18]. On the
other hand, learning objects repositories have been developed. They
not only organize objects in a digital library, but also add metain-
formation to them, which is very useful in their process management.
The educational authorities have formed multidisciplinary work teams
of teachers, computer technicians and methodology consultants, who
are preparing the courses according to existing needs. They are us-
ing tools that facilitate modeling of learning strategies. Authoring
tools play an important role here, offering visual work environments
requiring little of the programming. These tools’ learning curve is high
and results depend on the development environment. They also have
a limited capacity to integrate with content repositories and other
processes involved in the teaching-learning process, like teaching man-
agement processes and others more complex like social webs. All this
makes it very difficult to design flexible and personalized activities and
learn-flows.

For this reason, we have considered using as our reference the re-
sults obtained in the Business World. We have named that LPM, de-
fined as the articulation of activities, management processes, learning
strategies, contents and the technology of an educational institution
to guarantee high personalization, flexibility and integration in the
teaching-learning process (figure 10.2).

LPM is formed by an SOA component, another one for managing
learning processes and another for presentation (figure 10.3).

In the SOA component we gather data sources and the necessary
infrastructure to have access to it, ranging from simple, structured
contents filed in the LCMS [8], to those catalogued and organized in
learning objects repositories, as well as contents currently shared by
thousands of users through social network systems. Those contents
can be accessed through standards like Opensocial [33], which allows
users to register and manage an activity and its contents in a social
environment.
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Figure 10.2: LPM components

To guarantee accessibility to data, we propose technology ESB,
which manages the necessary services to have access to data. It is
essential to take into account the elements presented in table 10.1.

The component devoted to the management of the learning process
includes the best features of the BPMs that can be used in a learning
environment (see table 10.2).

We have presented a conceptual model that facilitates the appli-
cation of these techniques in the design and management of learning
processes. There are many tools successfully used in the business
world which can be partially or totally used in a learning environment
in combination with content managers, authoring tools and many ap-
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Figure 10.3: LPM model
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Element Characterization

Combination

Two forms are used: Choreography y Or-
chestration. In the first case, a set of
services is coordinated by another one(s)
which controls their interactions, and in
the second case there is no centralized con-
trol. There are specification like BPEL y
WS-CDL that offer the necessary support
to make the combinations [82].

Accessibility

It includes alternatives for managing ser-
vices through the use of mechanisms of
functional, structural and semantic sim-
ilarity, which facilitate high availability
and management of those [6].

Agents

It uses some “intelligent” services based
on domain ontologies and other alterna-
tives that facilitate intelligent tutoring in
certain learning activities [7].

Table 10.1: Elements of the SOA layer.

plications especially designed for e-learning. We are currently imple-
menting some designs and developments which may allow us to check
the applicability of this model. Here is an example in the creation of
personalized learning routes.

10.3 A case study: creation of

personalized learning routes

Personalized learning has been a need in educational processes at all
times. Despite many approaches to deal with this type of learning, it
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Element Characterization

Design

It includes visual Tools that facilitate the creation
of process models, using the standard BPMN [72].
The processes are formed by learning activities
associated to services, control rules or the student
or teacher’s activity. This makes it possible to
analyze or simulate the processes subsequently.

Analysis

We use the tools and functions of business intel-
ligence (BI) and a dynamic data analysis to as-
sess students, content access levels, etc. which
help to generate reports and function indicators
of making decisions, and to optimize the learning
process. There are many tools that facilitate the
implementation of these mechanisms

LAM

Learning Activity Monitoring (LAM): It is based
on event management technology, which makes it
possible to receive and process events originated
in the processes and conceived during the design.
Unlike analysis, this one works in real time and
must plan the use of functions to exercise an ac-
tion on the learn-flow implemented.

Server

It is the core of LAM and implements the de-
signed processes. It must be scalable and highly
available to facilitate the processing of several
processes combined together at the same time.
Nowadays there are many alternatives to imple-
ment these engines including the assistance of
parallel computing.

Repository

The different processes that come up during the
design area stored to facilitate their later reuse
and even to be considered part of the learning
objects repository as a new type of content prop-
erly catalogued. We can file rules, indicators and
integrated data which will be the base for the rest
of management processes implemented.

Table 10.2: Management elements of the SOA layer.
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is difficult to implement as a student needs to constantly use contents
that are varied, abundant and ever-changing and suit their needs and
profile.

The so-called authoring tools deal with this problem facilitating
the implementation of flows of activities that contents are associated
to; however they are limited by the lack of dynamic facilities to in-
tegrate with the great diversity of existing content and data sources.
That is why the application of the proposed model can be useful to
incorporate updated content into the learning routes as well as to have
access to other type of data which help to take decisions in the learn-
ing process. In this section we describe a generic study case, which
illustrates a simple application of the LPM model in the development
of strategies requiring that the student is provided with exercises or
problems suitable for their academic performance, or with certain fea-
tures that determine the problem complexity.

As we mentioned above, we need at least a SOA layer which facili-
tates access to different data sources. So, to develop this example, we
have prepared the following services:

• Loraserver: It guarantees access to distributed learning objects
repository based on the LOR@ architecture mentioned above,
which facilitates access to the content stored as learning objects
and distributed in different entities through a search service.

• Notify: It allows sending messages and notifications to different
devices.

• Form Repository: A set of web form which can be opened inde-
pendently through services.

• Problem repository: It has predefined problems and exercises
which can be accessed from the flows.
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• Student Server: Record of students, academic performance and
services that guarantee access.

We have used TIBCO BUSINESS STUDIO [98] for the process
modeling, which starts with a form to identify the student and then
a service is used to manage their data in the Student Server. This
information is used as a reference for the flow to give the student a
problem incorporating learning objects managed through Loraserver.
Finally the professor is notified using a desktop gadget which has been
synchronized with the notification service (figure 10.4).

The modeling has been done in BPMN [72] and it is not connected
to specific notations of this tool, so it can be used with other similar
Tools, like Intalio [46], which offers great facilities for process model-
ing and management. Once the modeling and integration with web
applications and services have been completed, BPM tools offer the
possibility of executing the processes, carrying out simulations and
monitoring its implementation, so the professor can intervene in the
process using the notifications they receive. The final process can be
reused by several similar Tools and even others that can refer to it
through services. At present we are studying platforms which, like
BISZTALK [64], are feasible for this aim.

10.4 Conclusions

The success of process-oriented Management and associated Technolo-
gies can be applied to the teaching-learning process, taking into ac-
count that such process requires modeling the flows of activities closely
related to information from different sources. LPM models supported
by a BPM paradigm facilitate the modeling of flexible learn flows
capable of personalization and integration with the information flow
during the teaching process. The fact that there are BMPs with dif-
ferent architectures and function principles facilitates the application
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Figure 10.4: Modeling of a personalized learning route.

of this model and helps to produce learn-flows repositories that can
easily be used in different environments. The example presented here
shows this capacity, although it demands more complexity and to be
carried out in different platforms, in order to select which ones are
the most appropriate in the learning process and device a set of good
practices to facilitate its implementation
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